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Practical Design of Network Coded Multicast over Satellite
Paresh Saxena* and M. A. Vázquez-Castro**
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c/Marie Curie 8-14, 08042 Barcelona, Spain.
**Dept. of Telecommunications and Systems Engineering,
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Abstract—In this paper, we present the practical design of
systematic random network coding (SNC) for multicast over
satellite. In particular, the satellite coverage is over a large
geographical area that consists of several users. These users may
face different channel conditions and undergo different packet
loss rates. In this work, we show two regions of transmission.
First, the general multicast region where all users subscribed
to the multicast channel can recover all the data packets and
second, we identify the multi-unicast region where only users
with good channel conditions can recover all the data packets
but those with bad channel accept transmission losses. Further,
we present the architectural and encapsulation feasibility of SNC
at satellite-dependent and satellite-independent layers. We derive
theoretically and by simulation the benefits of SNC against
state-of-the-art end-to-end coding at these layers. Our results
show that: (i) SNC at link layer can achieve up to 26.90%
and 24.26% higher maximum achievable rates for multicast
and multi-unicast, respectively and (ii) SNC at application layer
requires up to 6.66% and 30.02% smaller available network
bandwidth for multicast and multi-unicast respectively.
Index Terms—Network coding; Multicast; Satellite communication; Achievable rates.

I. I NTRODUCTION
This paper extends our earlier work [1]. In this paper, we
consider more detail analysis of system model and introduces
the results and analysis for multicast and multi-unicast using network coding at both satellite-dependent and satelliteindependent layers.
Network coding (NC) extends traditional network operations from routing and store-and-forward to more powerful
operations that allow for coding information at intermediate
nodes. NC was first introduced in [2], where it is shown that
NC can achieve the min-cut capacity of the error-free networks
by allowing coding at intermediate nodes. In subsequent work
[3], it is also shown that the linear encoding and decoding
operations at intermediate nodes are sufficient to achieve the
min-cut max-flow performance. These results lead to the investigation of efficient linear encoding and decoding strategies
for network coding. As a result, it is shown that random
linear network coding (RNC) [4], where information packets
transmitted in the network are random linear combinations of
the original data packets, is asymptotically capacity achieving.
The main philosophy of using RNC as a capacity-achieving
network coding scheme is that it allows the practical application of network coding in a distributed manner. For example,
there is no need of a centralized architecture to take care
of coding coefficients used at all the nodes. The coding

coefficients are generated at random and they are send within
the packet headers [5]. Although RNC has several theoretical
benefits, it has three main limitations for the practical applications of network coding: high complexity, high delay, and
high overhead. The high decoding complexity is due to the
use of Gaussian elimination (GE) algorithm. In order to solve
a system of linear equations, GE needs to solve a densely
filled decoding matrix. This results into the high decoding
complexity. The high delay is due to the time the receiver
waits for the arrival of the complete block in order to start the
decoding process and the high overhead is due to the coding
coefficients, which are attached as a side information with
the coded packets [5] in practical network coding schemes.
Therefore, RNC is not the most efficient form of network
coding and because of all the aforementioned constraints,
it can adversely effect the applications like real-time video
streaming, where there can be impairments in video quality
due to high complexity and delay.
Recently, systematic network coding (SNC) [6]-[14] has
been investigated as a powerful practical network coding
solution. If systematic coding is used, the sinks can receive
both uncoded and coded packets. There are three main benefits
of using systematic coding. Firstly, the sink has to decode only
the packets, which have not arrived in their original form.
Hence, some rows of the decoding matrix are singleton and
contain only one non-zero element. In this case, the decoding
is done over a sparse decoding matrix that contains several
zero elements that reduces the decoding complexity significantly. Secondly, the sink does not have to wait for complete
block to start recovering packets. The packets that are received
in their original form, are recovered instantly, which decreases
the overall per-packet delay. Finally, the systematic packets
do not have overhead of coding coefficients, as these are
not the encoded packets. This reduces the overall overhead
significantly. Therefore, SNC can overcome all the limitations
imposed by RNC. In this work, we explore the benefits of
using SNC for transmission over satellite.
A. Network coding over satellite
In the literature, there are specifically two directions of work
on the use of network coding for transmission over satellite.
The first direction focuses on throughput improvement. In
[15][16], network coding is shown to enhance throughput by
load balancing and allocating coded packets across different
beams in multi-beam satellite systems. Further, works in
[17][18] take advantage of orthogonal transmission available
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using multi-link reception in multi-beam satellite systems.
In [17][18], network coding is shown to provide benefits in
terms of higher throughputs subject to the location of user
terminals. In [19][20], network coding is shown to improve
end-user quality-of-experience for video streaming application
over relay satellites.
A different direction looks at the application of network coding to counteract packet losses and guarantee higher reliability.
It has been shown that network coding together with congestion control algorithm can provide many-fold improvements
than existing transport layer protocols [21]. In addition, it has
been shown in [22], that unequal-protection aware overlapping
network coding together with congestion control algorithms
can provide improvements in quality-of-experience (QoE) of
video streaming. Further, network coding implementation at
link layer has shown to provide several advantages in terms of
reliability, complexity, delay, etc. for unicasting over satellite
networks with several intermediate nodes [11]-[13]. In [23],
it is also shown that it can be used to cope with packet
losses, thus counteracting prediction failures of the handover
procedures in smart gateway diversity satellite systems.
B. Our contributions
Existing results on the use of SNC has dealt mainly with
unicast with a source and a sink connected via several intermediate nodes. In this paper, we extend existing results
and investigate the use of SNC for multicast and multiunicast over satellite. We identify two regions of transmission,
one for multicast and another for multi-unicast with one innetwork (re)encoding node to increase the achievable rates
and the reliability of satellite networks. The one in-network
re-encoding node can be a satellite gateway or other node at
satellite ground station.
Further, we also present the application of network coding
in two different sets of layers of a satellite network protocol
architecture. These are satellite-dependent layers (link and
physical layers) and satellite-independent layers (application,
transport and IP layers). In particular, the satellite-dependent
layers are of interest for the system operators while the
satellite-independent layers are of interest for application developers who have access to the data flowing in these layers
but not to the system operational kernel. Specifically, we
present first the implementation of network coding at the link
layer of the satellite systems and second, the implementation
of network coding at the application layer for better internet
communication over satellite systems. The overall architectural
design is also presented showing the practical feasibility of
SNC over different layers.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we formalize the system model. In Section III, we describe
the proposed SNC scheme for multicast and multi-unicast
transmission. In Section IV, we present the theoretical analysis
and derivation of theoretical expressions for the reliability and
the achievable rate. Section V and Section VI present the
implementation of SNC at the link layer and application layer
respectively. Section VII presents the simulation results and
Section VIII concludes this paper.
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Figure. 1: System model.

II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider a system topology (Figure 1), where a source
is connected to all the sinks via an intermediate node. This
system topology is a relevant case in satellite systems where
there is one intermediate node, which could be a gateway (or
others) and there can be several sink nodes which are the users
distributed in a large geographical area undergoing different
packet loss rates. Our theoretical derivations and simulation
results on the reliability and the achievable rates show the
benefits of network coding with respect to state-of-the-art endto-end forward erasure codes (FEC) codes like Reed-Solomon
(RS) codes for both multicast and multi-unicast.
Consider that a source node has K data packets to send to
L − 1 sink nodes. Each packet is a column vector of length
M over a finite field
Fq . The set of data packets in matrix

notation is S = s1 s2 . . . sK , where st is the
tth data packet. The source is connected to all the sinks via
an intermediate node as shown in Figure 1. All the links are
modeled as memoryless erasure channels. There are L links
in the network. The erasure probability from the source to the
intermediate node is denoted by 1 and the erasure probability
from the intermediate node to the sink node j is denoted by
j , j = 2, .., L.
We assume there is no feedback from the sinks (or from
the intermediate node) due to the inherent large latency of
satellite systems. We also assume that packet transmissions
occur at discrete time slots such that each node can transmit
one packet per time slot. We will also assume that the coding
schemes run for a total of N time slots (N is larger than or
equal to K) and every node (except the sinks) transmits a
packet in each time slot t = 1, 2, ..., N .
III. S YSTEMATIC NETWORK CODING FOR MULTICAST AND
MULTI - UNICAST
A. Encoding at the source node
The SNC encoder sends K data packets in the first K time
slots (systematic phase) followed by N − K random linear
combinations of data packets in the next N − K time slots
(non-systematic phase). Let,
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X = SG
represent K systematic packets and N − K coded packets
transmitted by the SNC encoder during N consecutive time
slots. The generator matrix
G=



IK

C

kept low due to the use of systematic coding (coding vectors
are not attached with the systematic packets). The decoding is
progressive using the Gaussian Jordan algorithm as in [11]. All
the K data packets are recovered when K innovative packets
are received at the sink j, i.e., rank(GHj ) = K.
IV. T HEORETICAL A NALYSIS



consists of the identity matrix IK of dimension K and C ∈
−K
FK×N
with elements chosen randomly from a finite field
q
Fq . The code rate is given by ρ = K
N.
B. Re-encoding at the intermediate node
The SNC re-encoder performs re-encoding operations at
every time slot and sends N packets to the sink nodes. Let,
XI = XD1 T
represent N packets transmitted by the SNC re-encoder during
×N
N consecutive time slots, where D1 ∈ FN
represents
q
erasures from the source node to the intermediate node and
×N
represents the re-encoding operations at the
T ∈ FN
q
intermediate node.
The erasure matrix D1 is an N × N diagonal matrix with
every diagonal component zero with probability 1 and one
with probability 1 − 1 .
The re-encoding matrix T is modeled as an upper triangular
matrix. The non-zero elements of T are selected as follows.
During the systematic phase, if a packet st is lost, i.e.,
D1 (t, t) = 0 then the non-zero elements of the tth column
of matrix T are randomly selected from Fq . This represents
that if the systematic packet is lost from the source node to
the intermediate node, then the intermediate node transmits
a random linear combination of the packets stored in its
buffer. If a packet st is not lost, i.e., D1 (t, t) = 1 then the
tth column of matrix T is the same as the tth column of
identity matrix IN . This represents that the intermediate node
forwards this systematic packet to the sinks. During the nonsystematic phase, the intermediate node sends a random linear
combination of the packets stored in its buffer and all the
non-zero elements of last N − K columns of T are chosen
randomly from the finite field Fq .
C. Decoding at the sink nodes
Let Yj = XI Dj , j = 2, 3, ..., L represents N packets
received by the sink node j where Dj represents erasures from
the intermediate node to the sink node j. Dj is N ×N diagonal
matrix of the same type as D1 but with erasure probability j .
If the sink node j does not receive any packet in time slot t
then the tth column of Yj is a zero column.
The overall SNC coding strategy can be expressed using
a linear operation channel (LOC) model, where the output
at the sink node j is Yj = SGHj where Hj = D1 TDj
represents the transfer matrix from the source to the sink j.
We assume that the coding vectors are attached in the packet
headers so that the matrix GHj is known at the sink j.
However, the overhead, due to the attached coding vectors, is

In this section, we present the theoretical expressions of
the average reliability and the average achievable rate of the
considered topology. First, let us note that the capacity of the
topology is the min-cut of the network, which is given by
min(1 − j ).
j

Let us now define η as the residual erasure rate of any link
that could be achieved after the overall coding and decoding
operations. The reliability of the link is given by (1−η). Based
on the definitions of the residual erasure rate and using the
definition of achievable rate from [25], we define the average
achievable rate of the considered topology as,
Rav = ρ (1 − ηav )

(1)

with,
L

ηav =

1 X
[1 − (1 − η1 )(1 − ηj )]
L − 1 j=2

(2)

as the average reliability of the considered topology where
η1 is the residual erasure rate from the source node to the
intermediate node and ηj is the residual erasure rate from the
intermediate node to the sink node j. Here,
ηl = l (φl1 + φl2 ), l = 1, 2, ..., L.

(3)

where l is the probability by which a systematic packet is
lost at link l.
Let us now derive the residual erasure rate ηl . Note that the
residual erasure rate is zero if the decoding is sucessful and all
the data packets are recovered. Further, a decoding failure will
result into a finite value of residual erasure rate. The decoding
failure can be due to two reasons. First, when the number of
total packets received is less than K. The probability of this
event is represented as,
φl1 = P r(A < K − 1)

(4)

where A is the total number of packets received. Second, when
the number of total packets received is more than K but they
are not linearly independent to have successful decoding. This
event corresponds to a not full rank decoding matrix and its
probability is represented as,
φl2 = P r(A ≥ K − 1)P r(rank(GHj ) < K)

(5)

Assuming Bernoulli distributed erasures

 and using the probv
ability mass function α(f, v, p) =
(1 − p)f (p)v−f , we
f
have,
φl1 =

K−1
X

α(f, N − 1, l ),

f =0
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φl2 =

K−1
X

α(f1 , K, l )

f1 =0
N
−K
X

α(f2 , N − K, l ) (1 − π (f2 , K − f1 )) .

(7)

f2 =K−f1

where f1 , f2 are the number of systematic and coded packets
received, respectively, and π (f2 , K − f1 ) is the probability of
f2 coded packets having K − f1 degrees of freedom. When
there are f1 degrees of freedom from f1 systematic packets
and K − f1 degrees of freedom from f2 coded packets then
rank(GH) = K. Using (equation 7, [26]), we have the exact
K−f
Y1 −1
expression for π (f2 , K − f1 ) =
1 − q f3 −f2 . From the
f3 =0

above expressions, we can obtain the average residual erasure
rate and average achievable rate using (2).
In the next sections, we will present the practical application
of network coding at different layers of the satellite systems. In
particular, we consider the application at link and application
layers of the satellite systems.
V. I MPLEMENTATION IN LINK LAYER OF SATELLITE
SYSTEMS

A. State-of-the-art link layer protocols in satellite systems
The current state-of-the-art link layer protocols in the
satellite systems provide efficient encapsulation of network
layer (IP) protocol data units (PDUs) over the physical layer
frames. For example, generic stream encapsulation (GSE)
protocol [27] in digital video broadcasting by satellite - second
generation (DVB-S2) based systems is used as a link layer
protocol to encapsulate network layer IP packets.
The existing link layer forward erasure correction (LLFEC) frameworks in the satellite systems are mainly based
on RS or Raptor codes [28]. However, the main limitation
of the existing frameworks is that they operate only in endto-end fashion and do not utilize the coding opportunities
at the intermediate node. In this section, we will present an
architectural and encapsulation framework to enable link layer
systematic network coding (LL-SNC) at the source and at the
intermediate node of the satellite systems.
B. LL-SNC architecture and encapsulation
In Figure 2, we present the complete information flow with
LL-SNC architecture and LL-SNC encapsulation, where IP
packets are transmitted from the source and recovered at the
sinks. This figure represents the case when there is only one
sink in the network. When there are several sinks, the same
LL PDUs are transmitted from the intermediate node to all the
sink nodes.
At the source, the network layer IP packets are encapsulated
into an LL-SNC frame. The LL-SNC frame consists of an
application data table (ADT) to store IP PDUs, a network
coding data table (NCDT) to store network coded packets and
a coefficient data table (CDT) to store coding coefficients. The
data from the LL-SNC frame is then encapsulated into LL

PDUs. The LL PDUs are then encapsulated into the physical
(PHY) frames.
At the intermediate node, the payload of correctly received
LL PDUs is stored in the LL-SNC frame. The IP PDUs are
stored in the ADT of the intermediate node. The coded packets
and the corresponding coefficients are stored in NCDT and
CDT of the intermediate node. When the intermediate node
receives LL PDU without error, it sends the LL PDU to the
sink node and also stores it in the LL-SNC frame. When the
intermediate node receives LL PDU with errors, it discards
the LL PDU and generates new coded packet and coding
coefficients as explained in Section III. These new coded
packets and the corresponding coefficients are stored in NCDT
and CDT of the intermediate node.
At the sink node, the correctly received LL PDUs are stored
in the LL-SNC frame. The IP PDUs are stored in the ADT of
the sink node. The coded packets and the coding coefficients
are stored in NCDT and CDT, respectively. The progressive
decoding is performed and the lost IP PDUs are recovered.
These IP PDUs are then passed to the upper layers.
The encapsulation process is similar to the encapsulation
of LL-FEC over GSE [28] but with some modifications
to accomodate network coding parameters. A source block
(ADT) consists of K columns and stores ADUs. Now, ADUs
are arranged column wise starting from the upper left corner.
If an ADU does not fit in one column, it continues at the top of
the following column and so on. If the ADT is not completely
filled then the zero-padding bytes are inserted in last column
to fill it completely. Each ADU is then encapsulated in a
single or multiple RTP packets. The FEC block (NCDT)
contains N − K columns with N − K coded packets and
the coefficient block (CDT) contains N − K columns with
N − K set of coding coefficients. Each coded packet from
NCDT and the corresponding coding coefficients from CDT
are encapsulated in one RTP packet. The first K bytes of
RTP payload contain K coding coefficients followed by the
corresponding NCDT column. The value of K is signaled
through the RTP header of the RTP packet. Finally, CRC32 is added with every RTP packet to detect errors in RTP
packets at the receiving end. Now, if an ADU is lost, then
the corresponding part of the column or the complete column
is also lost. The progressive decoding is performed and lost
columns (or lost part of columns) in ADT are filled with the
recovered data.
VI. I MPLEMENTATION IN APPLICATION LAYER OF
SATELLITE SYSTEMS

A. State-of-the-art application layer protocols in satellite systems
The current state-of-the-art application/transport layer protocols primarily include transmission control protocol (TCP)
based schemes, which are most commonly used to guarantee
reliabiity. TCP used retransmission mechanism to recover
from packet losses. However, TCP and TCP variants have
limited performance over satellite due to long round-trip times
(RTT) [31]. In addition, for the real-time multimedia delivery,
specifically for audio and video transmission, TCP is not
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Figure. 2: Flow diagram with LL-SNC architecture and LL-SNC encapsulation in satellite system.

suitable for timely delivery as it requires heavy feedback and
acknowledgements [32], [33], [34]. Another disadvantage of
TCP is its compatibility with the mutlicast and broadcast
communication. There may exist parallel TCP connections
with the sender to different receivers, but each TCP connection
can require transmission of different lost packets that will
result into a resource-intensive solution.
Therefore, most of the real-time protocols for the multimedia delivery are built on the top of user datagram protocol
(UDP). As the reliability is not guaranteed with UDP, forward
erasure correction (FEC) codes are used to recover from
packet losses. Specifically, Reed-Solomon (RS) code, which
is a maximum distance separable (MDS) code, is optimal
in terms of erasure correction performance and mainly used
as a start-of-the-art FEC scheme. However, there are mainly
three limitations of using RS codes. Firstly, a construction
of the RS code is based on a finite algebraic arithmetic,
therefore, the receiver has to wait for all the packets to start the
decoding process. Secondly, the constraints on the RS coding
parameters, make its incompatible with adaptive solutions and
finally, when there are multiple hops where intermediate nodes
can perform coding, they have to first decode the original
packets and then re-encode to generate the coded packets. This
results into an additional delay because of decoding and then
re-encoding the original packets at every node. In this section,
we will present an architectural and encapsulation framework
to enable application layer systematic network coding (ALSNC) at the source and at the intermediate node of the satellite
systems.

B. AL-SNC architecture and encapsulation
The encapsulation process is similar to the encapsulation
of RS codes over real-time transport protocol (RTP) [30]. In
addition, there are some modifications to accomodate network
coding parameters. In Figure 3, we present the modified
encapsulation process to be used for the network coding. An
application layer source block (AL-ADT) consists of K ADUs
in K columns. The number of rows in the source block is
M = E + 2, where E is the length of the largest ADU. The
columns, which do not have the largest ADU, are filled with
zeros to be completely filled. Each column can be considered
as a data packet. The first two bytes of each column in the
source block contain the length of the corresponding ADU.
ADUs are then encapsulated into RTP packets. The first two
bytes and the zero paddings are not sent over the network.
The application layer FEC block (AL-NCDT) contains N −K
columns with N − K coded packets and the application layer
coefficient block (AL-CDT) contains N − K columns with
N −K set of coding coefficients. FEC packets and coefficients
are then encapsulated into RTP packets. Each RTP packet
contains RTP payload, RTP header and FEC payload ID. This
FEC payload ID is used for signaling the coding parameters
like source block ID, FEC packet ID, values of K and N ,
etc. The CRC-32 is added with every RTP packet to detect
errors in RTP packets at the receiving end. At the receiver,
the values of coding parameters are extracted from the FEC
payload ID. Now, if ADUs are lost then the complete columns
are lost. So, if FEC decoding succeeds, the receiver recovers
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Figure. 3: Encapsulation of application layer data units over RTP with network coding.
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Figure. 4: LL-SNC multicast and multi-unicast region with two sinks.

ADUs by filling the erased columns. The initial two bytes are
used to remove zero padding from the data packets to recover
the ADUs.
VII. S IMULATION RESULTS
A. Performance metrics
1) Achievable rates and reliability: The theoretical expressions of the average achievable rate and the average reliability
are derived in Section IV. In this section, we will present
the simulation results on the average achievable rate and
the average reliability. In the results, we also compare the
simulation results with the theoretical expressions derived in
Section IV.
2) Average delay per-packet: If a packet st is transmitted
by the source at time tj and it is recovered at the sink at time
tr then packet st incurs a delay δt where, δt = tr − tj . For

TABLE I: MAXIMUM ACHIEVABLE RATES FOR MUTICAST AND MULTI-UNICAST
N
256
256
256
256
50
50
50
50

Application
Multicast
Multi-unicast
Multicast
Multi-unicast
Multicast
Multi-unicast
Multicast
Multi-unicast

Sinks
2
2
10
10
2
2
10
10

LL-SNC
0.3486
0.4794
0.3575
0.6745
0.3035
0.3852
0.3107
0.5406

LL-FEC
0.2747
0.3858
0.3043
0.5404
0.2553
0.3579
0.2751
0.4990

Gain
26.90%
24.26%
17.48%
24.81%
18.88%
7.63%
12.94%
8.34%

the blockPof K packets, the average delay per-packet is given
K
δt
as, 4 = t=1
. Note that the delay is evaluated only for the
K
packets that are recovered at the sink.
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B. Results for the implementation at link layer
1) Simulation setup: In our simulation setup, first we
consider network coding implementation at the link layer. We
consider realistic satellite transmission scenarios with links
having light rainfall (erasure rate of 0.2) and/or heavy rainfall
(erasure rate of 0.6) [29]. These erasures correspond to the
loss of LL-PDUs. In each case, we compare LL-SNC with
LL-FEC. We assume IP PDUs of length 1500 bytes. Each IP
PDU is mapped to a column of the ADTs of consecutive LLSNC frames. Two LL-SNC frame lengths, N ∈ {50, 256} and
several values of code rates are considered for comparison.
The size of ADT, i.e., K changes with the code rate. We set
the physical layer symbol rate of Bs = 27.5 Mbaud/s, ς = 2
as the modulation constellation and rphy = 1/2 as the physical
coding rate such that the bit rate is Bs ςrphy = 27.5 M bps.
The transmission delay is set to be 250 ms. In each case, we
average over 1000 experiments for every performance metric.

The number of erasures per-frame varies (according to the
random erasure rate) between 1000 experiments.
2) Results: In Figure 4, we show the results on achievable
rates and reliability when there are two sinks in the network.
The multicast capacity of the network is limited by one of
the links joining the intermediate node to the sink node. We
consider the following erasure probabilities: 1 = 0.2, 2 = 0.2
and 3 = 0.6. In Figure 5, we show the results on achievable
rates and reliability when there are ten sinks in the network.
The multicast capacity of the network is limited by one of
the links joining the intermediate node to the sink node. We
consider the following erasure probabilities: 1 = 0.2, j =
0.2, j = 1, 2, ..., 9 and 10 = 0.6. Furthermore, we present
the maximum achievable rates for both multicast and multiunicast in Table I. Following are the key conclusions from
these results:
•

We have identified two regions in these graphs: one for
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Figure. 7: AL-SNC multicast and multi-unicast regions with different video codec rates.

multicast, and another for multi-unicast (represented by
dashed boxes). The region for multicast is corresponding
to the case when the average reliability approaches 100%.
This would mean that all the sinks in the network are able
to recover all the data packets. We have also identified
the multi-unicast region where the sinks with better
channel recover all the data packets and the sink(s) with
bad channel still suffer from some losses. The benefit
of multi-unicast over multicast is that one can achieve
overall higher transmission rates by not sacrificing the
rate due to the bottleneck sink (link with higher erasure
rate). Hence, based on the requirements of the users, our
results provide optimal usage of available bandwidth for
transmission.

•

The multicast is feasible only when the code rate is
smaller than the capacity of the network, which is
min(1−j ) = 0.4. However, when the code rate is higher
j

•

than the multicast capacity, multi-unicast is feasible. This
is because the capacity of the sinks with good channel is
different and higher than the capacity of the network (in
our example it is 0.8). Therefore, when the code rate is
smaller than 0.8, the sinks with good channel can recover
all the data packets making multi-unicast feasible.
LL-SNC provides higher transmission rates and higher
reliability than LL-FEC in all the cases. When the number
of sink increases, LL-SNC can provide close to 100% reliability in the multi-unicast region itself. This is because
there is only one bottleneck link in the network and only
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Figure. 8: Minimum network bandwidth requirement for multicast and multi-unicast with AL-SNC.

one sink suffers from the bad channel. In this case, it
would be efficient to transmit in the multi-unicast region
such that the higher transmission rates are achieved and
almost all the sinks (except the one with the bad channel)
are able to recover all the data packets. Furthermore,
LL-SNC also provides higher maximum achievable rates
than LL-FEC for both multicast and multi-unicast. The
maximum achievable rate increases as the frame length
increases or the number of sinks increases. Our results
(Table I) show that LL-SNC can achieve up to 26.90%
and 24.26% higher maximum achievable rates than LLFEC for multicast and multi-unicast respectively.
In Figure 6, our simulation results also show that LL-SNC
provides smaller average delay per-packet than LL-FEC. This
is because of the following two reasons. First, the progressive
decoding in LL-SNC allows the sinks to start decoding and
recovering as soon as it receives the first packet. Second, the
re-encoding in LL-SNC helps the sink to receive K degrees
of freedom and complete the decoding process in fewer time
slots than LL-FEC. The overall delay includes the inherent
transmission delay of 250 ms of the satellite systems. Note
that the average per-packet delay for LL-SNC and LL-FEC
are very close. This is due to the fact that the transmission
delay majorly contributes to the overall delay and per-packet
delay is smaller due to the higher rates. However, at the lower
rates, when per-packet delay is higher, LL-SNC is expected to
provide higher advantage than LL-FEC.
C. Results for the implementation at application layer
1) Simulation setup: For the case of network coding implementation at application layer, we also consider different cases
with erasure rates of 0.2 and 0.6. These erasures correspond to
the loss of RTP packets. We assume that the source generates
packets of length M = 1500 symbols over Galois Field with
size q = 28 . We consider state-of-the-art video codecs with
video frames grouped into Groups of Pictures (GoPs). Each
GoP contains several packets. The codec outputs each
j GoP in ka
×TGoP
fixed time TGoP such that the source block is K = rsM
×8
where rs is the video codec source rate. Several values of code

rates are considered for comparison. The size of coded block,
i.e., N varies with the change in code rate. In each case, we
average over 1000 experiments for every performance metrics.
2) Results: Figure 7 shows the achievable rates for the
application of network coding at application layer. Two configurations of codecs are considered with rs = 200 kbps
and rs = 500 kbps with TGOP = 3 seconds. The source
blocks corresponding to these configurations are K = 50 and
K = 125, respectively. We show the multicast and multiunicast region of transmission in these figures.
The main difference between the simulation of link and application layer network coding implementation is the variation
of block sizes and frame sizes. In case of link layer implementation, the frame size (N ) is constant (K changes with the code
rate). In case of application layer implementation, the block
size (K) is constant (N changes with the code rate). Here, the
block size depends on the codec rate, GoP time and packet
sizes. In this paper, we have presented results with K changing
with codec rates. However, the conclusions remain the same
with the variations in packet sizes and GoP time.
Finally, we also show the minimum network bandwidth
required for enabling multicasting and multi-unicasting at
application layer. The minimum network bandwidth required
is calculated as the ratio of video codec source rate and
achievable rate. We consider several video codec source rates
ranging from 100 Kbps to 500 Kbps. We consider two erasure
rates for the bottleneck (worst) link: 30% erasures and 60%
erasures. It is shown that to achieve 500 Kbps video codec rate,
it is required to have at least 1.8 Mbps network bandwidth for
multicasting (100% average reliability). Note that 500 Kbps is
used for the video code source rate, and the rest of the available
network bandwidth is used for the network coding rate to
couteract packet losses and to guarantee 100% reliability.
In addition, with the help of SNC, the required network
bandwidth can be reduced from 1.786 Mbps to 1.667 Mbps in
case of multicasting. This is equivalent to save around 6.66%
in network bandwidth when SNC is used instead of RS coding.
In case of multi-unicasting, the gain is even higher where SNC
helps to reduce the network bandwidth requirement from 1.429
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Mbps to 1 Mbps (around 30.02% save in bandwidth).
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have focussed on the use of SNC for
multicast and multi-unicast over satellite. We have identified
the transmission regions for multicast and multi-unicast over
satellite by characterizing the reliability and achievable rates
offered by SNC in these two different regions. We have
derived the theoretical expressions for the average reliability
and the average achievable rate of the considered topology.
Our theoretical and simulation analysis present the benefits
of SNC over end-to-end coding for both multicast and multiunicast. Our results have shown that a higher rate is achievable
for the multi-unicast however, not all the users in multiunicast can recover all the data packets. Therefore, based on
the requirements from different users, the transmission region
can be chosen for the optimal usage of available bandwidth.
Finally, we have explored the benefits of network coding at
different layers of the satellite network protocol stack. We
have shown the encapsulation and architecture feasibility of
network coding application in the satellite-dependent layers
and satellite-independent layers. Future work includes the
investigation of SNC on more complex networks such as
network with multiple sources. Several other factors like bursty
erasures, video codec characteristics, processing complexity,
etc should be taken into account while analyzing the performance of network coding schemes for multicasting.
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Abstract—Mobility pattern of nodes significantly affects
performance of MANETs. We propose a new investigative
approach for mobile network performance evaluation based on
modifying the mobile node movement path between the
waypoints. We implemented the modifications to the
movements generated using the standard setdest utility for the
ns2 simulator, replacing line movements between the
waypoints with the new node movements along the curved
paths generated using simple fractals. Applying the new path
modification approach in a study of a sample MANET showed
that only the node speed significantly affected MANET
performance, and not the shape of the individual path
segments between the waypoints.
Keywords-movement generator; network simulation; ns2;
fractal path; MANET

I.

INTRODUCTION

Mobility [1] is an important aspect of operation of any
Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET), where mobile devices
cooperate with each other by exchanging messages and
forwarding data [2][3]. Mobile devices are linked together
through wireless connections without infrastructure and can
change locations and reconfigure network connections.
During the lifetime of the network, nodes are free to move
around within the network and node mobility plays a very
important role in mobile ad hoc network performance.
Mobility of mobile nodes significantly affects the
performance of a MANET [3].
Mobile Medium, or Mobile Medium Ad hoc Network
(M2ANET) [4], is a particular type of mobile network that
affords a significant flexibility in choosing a movement
pattern for its nodes. M2ANET consists of two types of
nodes: a small number of user nodes that actively send data
one to another, and a large cloud of mobile nodes that act as
relays and forward the data between the user nodes along
multi hop paths. The mobile nodes act as a mobile
infrastructure and can be set up to provide the best service
for the user nodes. When setting up M2ANET, the
administrator chooses the number of nodes required, the
routing/forwarding protocol to be used by the Mobile
Medium nodes and the mobile behavior of the forwarding
nodes. The mobile nodes for M2ANET can be implemented
with autonomous aerial drones carrying radio transceivers.
M2ANETS are not yet common and experimenting with

such a network would require controlling both physical
objects in space (aerial drones) as well as data circulating in
the network.
For preliminary evaluation of properties on the new
M2ANETS network simulation can be used very
effectively. Simulation allows for modelling existing
networks as we as future networks. Using simulation,
different mobile network configurations with mobile nodes
following different movement patterns, working under
different traffic load conditions and using different routing
protocols, can be quickly and easily modelled and
evaluated. For mobile networks, if no other design
constraints are present, random motion of the nodes is
usually used. Using a common and specific random motion
model allows to create the base condition for comparison
between different network evaluations.
ns2 is an open source simulator well suited for
modelling wired and wireless networks [5]. It includes a
motion scenario generator setdest designed to automatically
generate random motion paths for a large number of nodes.
This tool generates a random motion path for each node by
selecting a random destination for the node and then moving
the node towards this destination along a straight line. Once
this destination is reached by the node, a new destination is
randomly selected and, after an optional pause time, the
node starts moving again to the new destination.
In this paper, we propose to use the random motion
generated by the ns2 setdest utility [5] to create a new
trajectory for the mobile nodes. The waypoints are kept the
same but the path followed by the node between two
waypoints is no longer defined by one straight line segment,
and is replaced by a fractal curve composed of a number of
shorter line segments. The manipulation of the node
movement path for mobile networks has never been
reported before. Incorporating this approach into mobile
network simulation would allow to experiment with
performance of similar mobile networks, checking how the
performance would be affected by modifying the trajectories
of mobile nodes, while keeping the waypoints the same.
(The scenario is analogous to changing the flight paths of
the aeroplanes while keeping the departure and destination
cities the same.) The proposed approach, which is based on
application of fractals, is particularly suitable for
implementation in a discrete event simulator like ns2.
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In Section II, we review different random movement
models commonly used in simulation. Section III introduces
properties of the Koch fractal. Section IV describes the new
movement generator based on generation of the node
movement along a fractal path. In Section V we introduce
our simulation environment: the ns2 simulator. Section VI
presents a study of two mobile networks: one with the
conventional random movement and the other with the
fractal movement. Conclusion is presented in Section VII.
II.

STATE OF THE ART

Any model of a MANET requires a mobility model
specifying the movement pattern of the nodes [6]. The most
realistic models are trace driven but cannot be always
applied because of their a posteriori nature. On the other
hand, the synthetic models [6][7] are not trace driven but
instead rely on assumptions about the node movement
mode. The synthetic models attempt to generate the next
node movement based on a goal driven scenario (e.g.,
reaching a particular destination) and some physical
constrains on the movement of the node. The constraints
may be presented in terms of geographical restrictions. The
most common example of these is the movement area
defined in the simulator typically as a rectangular region
with the nodes not able to breach the boundary. This
restriction is particularly important to consider when nodes
are designed to follow curved path between waypoints; the
simulation must assure that the curved path falls within the
simulated region. In more complex scenarios the node
movement planning would also have to avoid obstacles.
Another type of movement restriction is a temporal
dependency: the next move of a node is affected by the past
movement. Typically, this restriction incorporates the
constraints from the real world object dynamics, where
physical systems cannot accelerate, or change direction, at
an arbitrary rate, and allows for the implementation of more
realistic simulation scenarios. The synthetic models may
also incorporate special dependencies: the movement pf a
node may depend on the movement of the other nodes
around it. Two obvious scenarios could be considered:
collision avoidance and group mobility. Group mobility is
particularly attractive for MANETS where, in order for the
nodes to maintain the communication links with each other,
the nodes need to stay within the communication range of
each other's' transmitter.
The synthetic model most often used mobile network
proof concept simulation is the random mobility model
where the nodes move randomly and without restrictions
and where the destination and the speed are also chosen
randomly. A random mobility model typically implements a
rudimentary geographical restriction and keeps all the
modes within a designated simulation region, typically a
rectangle.
There are many different types of random mobility
models that are used in MANETs. The main ones are the
Random Walk, the Random Waypoint, and the Random

Direction. The Random Walk model [7] mimics the
Brownian motion of particles found in nature. Each node
travels in a straight direction for a specified time interval
before randomly changing the speed and the direction, and
then continuing for another time interval. In the Random
Waypoint model [8], each node selects a destination within
the simulation area and then follows a straight path to it;
once the destination is reached the node may pause and then
select a new destination (waypoint). In the Random
Direction model [9], instead of selecting a random
destination, the node selects a random direction and then
moves along this direction until it reaches the simulation
area boundary where, possibly after a pause, it selects a new
direction for the next move.
The ns2 setdest utility generates the node movements
following the Random Waypoint algorithm [5]. In the
Random Waypoint Movement (RWP), each node moves
from its randomly selected initial starting position towards
the randomly selected at a randomly selected speed. Once at
the target destination the node may pause for a randomly
selected time, and then start the next random move. This
process will be repeated until the end of the simulation by
the ns2. One notable aspect of the RWP movement is that
the nodes following this pattern tend to concentrate in the
center region of the deployment area [10][11].
While most studies use straight line piecewise motion
for modelling mobile network node movements,
investigating curved motion trajectories in mobile networks
was a subject of a very few studies. Wang et al. [12]
investigates the impact of the shape of the movement path
on the efficiency of intrusion detection in a (battlefield)
sensor network. An intruder can invade the network
following a curved path, or even a random walk, in order to
improve its network attacking probability. Wang's research
describes the effects of different paths taken by the intruder,
on the intrusion detection probability in an arbitrary wireless
sensor network. Wang's study of the performance of a
wireless mobile network would be the kind of investigation
that could potentially benefit from the new approach
described in our paper for transforming the existing
movement paths into new ones.
III.

THE KOCH FRACTAL

Fractal objects were first mentioned in 17th century and
referred to as "fractional exponents" by Gottfried Leibniz
when he explored the concepts of recursion and selfsimilarity [13]. In 1872, Karl Weierstrass proposed the
definition of a curve, based on a function defined on the
sum of Fourier series, that is everywhere continuous but
nowhere differentiable, and could be characterised as a
fractal. In 1883, Georg Cantor introduced the Cantor sets,
which are examples of subsets of the real line that have
unusual properties and are also considered fractals. In the
last part of that century, Felix Klein and Henri Poincare
discovered a number of fractal patterns that known as "selfinverse" fractals. In 1904, Helge Von Koch, introduced the
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famous fractal, the Von Koch curve. The actual term
"fractal' was introduced only in 1975 by B. Mandelbrot [14].
Fractals are complex patterns exhibiting self-similarity
at different scales. Two most common types of fractals are
complex number fractals and iterative function system (ITF)
fractals. Mandelbrot and Julia sets are examples of fractals
that are generated by iterating a recursive complex number
formula. Koch snowflake and Sierpinski triangle are the
examples of iterative function system fractals. The ITF
fractals, when constructed in two dimensions, are of
particular interest here, as they involve a transformation of
an initial pattern on a plane. The initial pattern can be
anything: a point, a line, a triangle etc., as well as the path
taken by a mobile node in a wireless communication
system.
We propose to use fractals for the movement generation
for mobile network simulation based on the RWP model.
Instead of moving the nodes along a straight line between
the waypoints, the nodes are moved along a fractal path. We
selected the Koch fractal because, like a line segment, it has
a defined starting and ending points, and because of the
simplicity of its generating algorithm [15][16].
A. Construction of the Koch curve
The construction of the Koch starts with a straight line
that is then converted to the Koch fractal curve, Figure 1.

Figure 1. Step 1.

with three sides, the formula for the number of sides in the
Koch curve is:
n = 3 * 4a

where a indicates the number of iterations. For iterations 0,
1, 2, and 3, the numbers of sides are 3, 12, 48, and 192
respectively.
Length of Sides (L): In every iteration, the length of a
side is 1/3 the length of a side from the previous iteration. If
we begin with an equilateral triangle with side length x, then
the length of a side in iteration a is:
L = x * 3-a

p=n*L

This process is then repeated for each of the 4 segments
generated at the first iteration, leading to the curve shown in
Figure 3. These steps can be applied repeatedly and
eventually result in a complex shape. When the Koch curve
generating algorithm is applied to an equilateral triangle it
results in a closed curve called the Koch snowflake [16].
B. Properties of the Koch snowflake
Number of Sides (n): for each iteration, every segment
of the curve from the previous iteration will be converted to
four segments in the following iteration. Since we begin

(3)

For the snowflake, from the previous formulas, we get:
p = (3 * 4a) * (x * 3-a)

(4)

In the same manner, for the first 4 iterations (0 to 3) the
perimeter is 3x, 4x, 16x/3, and 64x/9. We notice that, the
perimeter increases by 4/3 times for each iteration, so we
can rewrite the formula as

IV.

Figure 3. Step 3.

(2)

For iterations 0 to 3, length = x, x/3, x/9, and x/27.
Perimeter (p): The key features of the Koch curve lies
in having the same length of all sides in each iteration, this
leads to a perimeter, which is simply the number of sides
multiplied by the length of a side:

p = (4/3)a * 3x

Figure 2. Step 2.

(1)

(5)

CUSTOM MOVEMENT GENERATION WITH FRACTALS

The main objective of this research is to propose and
implement a new method for movement generation in
MANET simulation in ns2. Indeed, the standard way for
movement generation is to use the setdest utility that
generates a set of setdest commands that are then "executed"
in the ns2 simulator. setdest commands generate a
movement along a straight line between the current location
and the designated destination point. This research aims at
providing a new tool for modifying the simulation
environment by modeling motion in wireless network
simulations, specifically for generating movement files for
ns2 simulation that specify the motion along curved (fractal)
paths. Typically, defining the node movements needs to be
done ahead of the ns2 simulation. In general a curved path
can be approximated by a series of short line segments,
which determine the final shape of the curve. Therefore, a
Java program was implemented that reads the movement
file with random movements generated, for example, by the
setdest utility. Then, as each movement in the movement
file is specified by a separate setdest command, we will
replace each one of these setdest commands, each
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specifying a movement along a straight line, with a series of
setdest commands specifying the movement along a curved
path (fractal). Once the new movement file is generated the
ns2 simulation can proceed in a standard way.

Snew = 4 * S / 3

(8)

For example, let us consider the following setdest
statement taken from a movement file generated by the
setdest utility:
$ns_ at 0.0 "$node_(1) setdest 900.0 0.0 10.0"

Figure 4. The result of fractal transformation of a line segment AB.

Let us consider the original setdest command for the
direct movement from A to B (Figure 4):
$ns_ at T "$node_(#) setdest XB YB S"
where T indicates the starting time at which the node starts
moving towards the destination XB,YB at the specified speed
S. While splitting the initial path (line segment AB) into
four segments (AP, PQ, QR and RB) and defining the
destination of each of the four moves is a simple geometry,
the other setdest command parameters require careful
consideration. More precisely, the need of updating the time
and speed in the setdest commands arises when applying the
fractal transformation. In order to make the fractal
movements arrive at the final destination (point B) at the
same time that the original straight movement would have
arrived, we need to do the following modifications:
$ns_ at TP "$node_(#) setdest XP YP Snew "
$ns_ at TQ "$node_(#) setdest XQ YQ Snew "
$ns_ at TR "$node_(#) setdest XR YR Snew "
$ns_ at TB "$node_(#) setdest XB YB Snew "
The four (fractal) movements should proceed sequentially,
each having a starting time after the previous movement
ends. To calculate the precise time of each move and the
new speed we need to determine the new speed and the new
starting time for each of the four new setdest commands.
First, we need to calculate the time the node would take to
travel from A to B at speed S along the original straight line
path AB:
tAB = sqrt((XB – XA)2+(YB-YA)2)/S

(6)

then the start times for each move are calculated as:
TP = T
TQ = TP + tAB/4
TR = TQ + tAB/4
TB = TR + tAB/4

(7)

and the new speed, due to the distance travelled increased
by 1/3, is:

This line specifies that at time 0.0 s, node 1 starts to
move from the starting point (0,0) towards the destination
(900,0) at a speed of 10.0 m/s (this is one single movement
in a straight line). When our fractal transformation is
applied once to the movement path, this single command in
the movement file is then replaced by four new commands
generating the movement along the path corresponding to
the shape of the Koch fractal (i.e., one iteration of the Koch
fractal generation algorithm). The four movements are listed
below:
$ns_ at 0.0 "$node_(0) setdest 300.0 0.0 13.3"
$ns_ at 22.5 "$node_(0) setdest 450.0 260.0 13.3"
$ns_ at 45.0 "$node_(0) setdest 600.0 0.0 13.3"
$ns_ at 67.5 "$node_(0) setdest 900.0 0.0 13.3"
Applying the fractal transformation to these four new
movements for the second time, results in 16 new
movements:
$ns_ at 0.0 "$node_(0) setdest 100.0 0.0 15.029"
$ns_ at 5.625 "$node_(0) setdest 150.0 87.0 15.029"
$ns_ at 11.25 "$node_(0) setdest 200.0 0.0 15.029"
$ns_ at 16.875 "$node_(0) setdest 300.0 0.0 15.029"
$ns_ at 22.5 "$node_(0) setdest 350.0 87.0 15.029"
$ns_ at 28.125 "$node_(0) setdest 300.0 173.0 15.029"
$ns_ at 33.75 "$node_(0) setdest 400.0 173.0 15.029"
$ns_ at 39.375 "$node_(0) setdest 450.0 260.0 15.029"
$ns_ at 45.0 "$node_(0) setdest 500.0 173.0 15.029"
$ns_ at 50.625 "$node_(0) setdest 600.0 173.0 15.029"
$ns_ at 56.25 "$node_(0) setdest 550.0 87.0 15.029"
$ns_ at 61.875 "$node_(0) setdest 600.0 0.0 15.029"
$ns_ at 67.5 "$node_(0) setdest 700.0 0.0 15.029"
$ns_ at 73.125 "$node_(0) setdest 750.0 87.0 15.029"
$ns_ at 78.75 "$node_(0) setdest 800.0 0.0 15.029"
$ns_ at 84.375 "$node_(0) setdest 900.0 0.0 15.029"
Please note that, in the case of the Koch curve
generation, standard geographical restrictions on the mobile
node movements apply. When the calculated position of the
intermediate point Q of the Koch fractal would fall outside
the predefined simulation region (Figure 5), then the
corresponding segment of the fractal is not generated, and
the original straight line segment remains, Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Trace of sample simple node movement.

Figure 8. The same movement as in Figure 6 after three Koch fractal steps.

Figure 6. Fractal movement generated from Figure 5.

Figure 9. Trace of complex random movement.

Figure 7. Sample original movement along the edges of a triangle.

Figure 10. Fractal movement generated from Figure 8.

In a more complex scenario, the effects of the new
fractal path modification algorithm can be best illustrated
graphically: when the transformation is applied three times
to the movement file with three original movements defined
along the sides of an equilateral triangle, the result is a
curved movement defined with 192 straight line movements
in the shape of the Koch snowflake (Figures 7 and 8).

Finally, when the transformation is applied to a sample
movement file generated with ns2 setdest utility, the original
random movements, each along a straight line, Figure 9, are
turned into fractal movements, four times as many, covering
the same locations (waypoints) as in the original movement
file (Figure 10).
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V.

EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT: NS2 SIMULATOR

The network simulator ns-2 is a popular open source
simulation environment [4]. In a typical configuration, it
consists of the simulator module ns2, the network animator
module nam, the stand alone utility for generating wireless
scenarios setdest and the plotting module xgraph. ns2 is an
object oriented discrete event simulator written in C++ and
OTcl. The event scheduler and the basic network component
libraries are written in C++ for greater efficiency. OTcl is
used for setting up and controlling the simulation. In a
typical simulation session the user sets up the network
nodes, links, transport protocols and traffic generators using
an Otcl script and then runs the simulation. In case of
simulating wireless mobile network, the user also specifies
the node characteristics, the routing protocol and the node
movements. To make it more convenient to define more
complex wireless scenarios with a large number of nodes
making many moves over an extended period of time (each
move requires a separate command), ns2 installation
includes the setdest tool. This tool automatically generates a
wireless scenario, with a large number of individual node
movements specified, based on a small set of user defined
parameters. Setdest is particularly suitable for creating base
case scenarios with a large number of nodes moving
randomly over a rectangular regions and predefined range of
speeds.
The simulation results are written into a trace files
recording all the network events. The network animator tool
nam displays the animation of the network's events from the
trace file, showing the movement of nodes and packets in
the network. The results can be plotted with xgraph as well.
The trace files generated by ns2 are in the form of text files
that can be viewed directly, or processed easily, to extract
the desired network performance metrics.
ns2 includes a library of the most common transport and,
in case of wireless mobile network simulation, routing
protocols. Various versions of the Transposrt Control
Protocol (TCP) and the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) are
available for experimentation. For experimenting with the
ad hoc mobile networks, the Destination Sequence Distance
Vector (DSDV), Dynamic Source Routing (DSR),
Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA) and Ad
hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) are supported.
The AODV protocol [17][18] used in our experiments, is
an ad hoc network reactive routing protocol. The node,
wishing to transmit to another node, first broadcasts a route
request (RREQ) message to the neighbouring nodes. This
process continues until a RREQ arrives at the destination (or
at a node that possesses a current route to the destination).
As the RREQ traverses the network towards the destination,
all the nodes in its path set up the reverse path back to the
source. Once the destination is reached, a route reply packet
(RREP) is sent back following the reverse path, signalling
the establishment of the route to the source node. Under
some conditions, AODV offers superior performance when
compared to other established routing protocols [18].

VI.

EVALUATION OF MANET PERFORMANCE UNDER
FRACTAL MOVEMENT

We evaluated the performance of a sample MANET
under different motion generation conditions. A MANET
with the number of nodes ranging from 5 to 80 was
simulated over the area of 800 by 800 meters. The MANET
in the experiment was set up as the Mobile Medium Ad Hoc
Network (M2ANET) [4]. Mobile Medium networks are a
special case of MANETs, where the mobile network nodes
are divide into two categories: the forwarding only nodes
(shown in black in Figure 11) and the communicating nodes
(shown in red) that use the rest of the Mobile Medium for
multi hop communication. In our experiment, the M2ANET
was set up with two stationary communicating stations
located at (100,500) and (700, 500), Figure 11. Constant Bit
Rate (CBR) traffic was generated over UDP and routed with
the AODV protocol (Table I). Standard RWP movement
was generated with setdest and then the standard movement
was converted to the fractal movement using one step of
Koch generating algorithm, as shown in Figures 9 and 10.

Figure 11. Screen shot of ns2 network animation in the nam utility,
showing the mobile nodes and two fixed communication stations.

TABLE I.

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameters
Simulator
Channel Type
Network Interface Type
Mac Type
Radio-Propagation Type
Interface Queue Type
Link Layer Type
Antenna
Maximum Packet in ifq
Area (n * n)
Source Type
Simulation Time
Routing Protocol

NS-2.33
Channel / Wireless Channel
Phy/WirelessPhy
Mac/802.11
Propagation/Two-ray ground
Queue/Drop Tail
LL
Antenna/Omni Antenna
50
800 x 800
(UDP) CBR
100s
AODV

Two scenarios were investigated: (i) low speed (10m/s), and
(ii) high speed (30m/s).
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Figure 12 illustrates the difference in the number of
packets received at the destination when using the original
movement and the new fractal movement at low speed. It
shows that most of the time the packet delivery for the
fractal movement is higher than the original linear
movement. Although the speed of the fractal path is higher
than the original (because of the increased path length along
the fractal curve between the original waypoints), we
observed a higher number of packets delivered at the
destination for the fractal movement at speed of 13m/s.
However, applying the t-test for the comparison of two
paired means representing the packets received in the linear
motion and the fractal motion experiments with 25 nodes
gives 8%, which indicates that the observed difference is not
statistically significant. Also, comparing the average packet
delivery across all node densities does not show a
significant difference (t-test value 49%).
Figure 13 shows the packet delivery for linear and
fractal motions at high speed. This time we observe a lower
packet delivery for fractal motion recorded in most of the
experiments.

Figure 12. Throughput comparison at low speed

Figure 13. Throughput comparison at high speed.

One possible explanation of lower performance with
fractal motion is that the increase in movement speed of
10m/s, from 30 to 40, results in more frequent link
disconnections and consequently lower packet delivery.
Applying the t-test for the comparison of two paired means
representing the packets received in the linear motion and
the fractal motion experiments with 25 nodes gives 32%,
which indicates that the observed difference is not
statistically significant. Also, comparing the average packet
delivery across all node densities does not show a
significant difference (t-test value 60%).
Figure 14 illustrates the advantage of using lower speed
in a network with linear motion. It shows that the packet
delivery is consistently higher at low speed for almost all
node densities. Applying the t-test for the comparison of
two means representing the packets received in the linear
motion and the fractal motion experiments with 20 nodes
gives 4%, which indicates that the observed difference is
statistically significant. The average packet delivery for all
node densities is 3176 at high speed and 3497 at low speed,
and this difference in performance is statistically significant
(t-test value 0.076%). This result is consistent with the
performance of ad hoc routing protocols, like AODV, in a
high mobility network [19]. At the network layer, packets
are buffered and eventually dropped if the valid route to the
destination node is not known at the forwarding node. At
the MAC layer, the packets are dropped when the routing
information is obsolete and the next hop node is out of
range.
Similarly, Figure 15 illustrates the advantage of using
lower speed in a network with the fractal motion. The
packet delivery is consistently higher at low speed for all
node densities. Applying the t-test for the comparison of
two means representing the packets received in the linear
motion and the fractal motion experiments with 20 nodes
gives 1%, which indicates that the observed difference is
statistically significant. The average packet delivery for all
node densities is 3186 at high speed and 3553 at low speed,
and this difference in performance is statistically significant
(t-test value 1.7%).

Figure 14. Throughput comparison for linear motion
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Figure 15. Throughput comparison for fractal motion.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented a new paradigm for
investigating mobile wireless networks using simulation.
While conventional simulation approaches focus on using
different protocols, data generators and different movement
patters, our new paradigm focusses on manipulation of the
existing movement files. The existing movement files can
either represent the actual node movements in a real
network (e.g., trace based) or be automatically generated
(e.g., random models). The new investigative paradigm aims
at examining the changes in the network performance
resulting from replacing the existing node movement pattern
with a new one, that is obtained as a result of a
transformation of the old movement pattern.
We presented a tool for transforming linear movements
into fractal movements based on the Koch curve. The new
tool reads a standard ns2 movement file, decodes each
movement, and replaces it with a series of new movements
forming a fractal curve, and then outputs a new movement
file. The newly generated movement file satisfies the ns2
specifications and can be used in the ns2 simulator. Both,
standard movement files generated with setdest and new
movement files generated with the new fractal tool were
used in simulating a MANET with varying number of nodes
(i.e., with different node densities). The fractal
transformation can be applied to any ns2 movement files,
including the ones automatically generated with the setdest
utility.
We used the new fractal transformation in ns2
simulation and compared the MANET performance in terms
of packet delivery under two different motion scenarios and
at different speeds. In the experiments, we observed
marginally higher performance of MANET with fractal
motion at low movement speeds, suggesting that using a
curved path between the waypoints (rather than straight
line) would offer an advantage in terms of network
performance. However, the statistical tests show that the

difference observed in our limited experiments is not
significant. We also observed that the packet delivery is
lower at higher speeds for both motion types, and after the
application of the t-test for the difference of the means, we
concluded that the observed lower packet delivery at higher
speed is statistically significant. From our results, we
conclude that, in the scenarios investigated, only the node
speed significantly affects the MANET performance, and
not the shape of the path taken by a node.
The work presented in this paper successfully
demonstrated the new experimental approach for
investigating performance of mobile networks, i.e., applying
transformations to the node movement paths. The future
work on transforming the node movement paths might
include using more than on iteration of the generating
function of the Koch fractal, calibrating the node speed
when it starts moving on the new curved path and testing if
the new path generators reduce the tendency observed in the
RWP model of clustering the nodes towards the center of
the experimental area. In general, the proposed new
paradigm for mobile network simulation, that involves
transformation of mobile nodes paths, could be applied in a
study of mobile network intrusion detection, similar to
Wang et al. [11]. In such a simulation study, we could
specify only the destination of the rogue node penetrating a
mobile network, and then use the approach similar to the
one described in our paper, to generate multiple different
paths to this destination, and then investigate the
performance of intrusion detection under these different,
and automatically generated, experimental scenarios.
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Abstract—Numerous applications of home automation, security
and ambulant medical care use binary sensors such as passive
infrared motion sensors or light barriers to monitor activity in the
house. While the data of individual sensors does not facilitate the
recognition and separation of the presence of more than one person, there exist multi-target tracking algorithms that allow for at
least a partial separation of activity in data from multiple persons.
While many tracking algorithms demonstrate good performance
across various sensing modalities and sensor setups, little research
has been done to determine the impact of placement and varying
density of sensors for tracking performance. This paper presents
the results of two evaluations of a Bayesian multi-hypothesis
multi-target tracking algorithm on data of residents monitored
by a network of binary sensors. The algorithm’s performance
is evaluated across varying quantity and placement. It is shown
that the approach outperforms other approaches in low-resolution
setups using data collected in a home lab and further demonstrate
its applicability in a field trial across three households. While
tracking performance naturally decreases with the number of
sensors, it also strongly varies by sensor positioning.
Keywords–Multi-target tracking; Assisted living; Wireless sensor
networks; home automation; smart homes; telemedicine.

I. I NTRODUCTION
This article is an extended version of an article originally
submitted to the International Conference on Ambient Computing, Applications, Services and Technologies (AMBIENT)
2015 [1].
The emergence of research on technical support systems for
ambulant care and support for patients and elderly stem from
numerous recent societal developments as well as changes in
demographic structure. First, the coincidence of prolonged life
expectancy [2], [3] and the atomization of households [4], [5]
puts an increasing care demand into the hands of third parties,
especially in Western countries with low birth rates: US census
data shows that the average household size in the United States
declined from 4.5 persons per household in 1900 to 2.6 in
2000 [6]. According to the German Federal Statistical Office,
the number of single households will increase sixfold relative
to the population between 2010 and 2030. At the same time,
the ratio between care personnel supply and demand will cut
in half [7]. Second, increasing life expectancy, in combination
with improved medical care and ”modern lifestyles and behavior” causes an increase in the proportion of population living
with chronic diseases, thus furthering demand for ambulant
care [8]. Third, there is a general trend towards outpatient

care by hospitals. According to the Avalere Health analysis of
American Hospital Association Annual Survey, the percentage
of revenue for community hospitals in the United States has
increased from 25% to approximately 44% in 20 years between
1992 and 2012 [9]. The average length of stay of a patient after
surgery dropped from 7.0 in 1993 to 5.4 days in 2013.
These developments drive the research on technical support
systems in home and care environments. Applications for such
include automated assessments such as mobility measurements
[10], activity monitoring such as the detection of Activies
of Daily Living (ADLs) [11] or fall detection for automated
emergency calls [12]. Existing literature shows the importance
of ADLs such as bathing and eating and Instrumental Activities
of Daily Living (IADLs) as indicators of physical and cognitive
abilities of elderly individuals [13]. ADL performance has
also been shown to improve technology design for patients
suffering from Alzheimer disease [14]. Overall, ADLs and
IADLs are considered the ”gold standard” for measurement
of functional ability. Thanks to the increasing availability of
sensors to detect motion (passive infrared motion sensors) and
activities (door contact sensors, acceleration sensors, RFID
chips and sensors), there is a strong hope to eventually perform
such tests automatically. At the same time, such sensors
can also provide data for other useful services to increase
safety and comfort of people in their home [10], [15], [16].
Most of these, however, have only been tested in one-person
households.
To preserve a maximum of privacy and comfort while at
the same time collecting data necessary for the application,
many approaches include the use of ambient sensors such as
motion sensors and light barriers. Since the data collected from
these sensors does not carry identifying information, use of any
such application in settings where more than one person – the
patient – moves or resides becomes difficult. Complex sensors,
such as cameras and microphones are usually considered
invasive and are thus rarely accepted in living spaces. Bodyworn sensors are often forgotten or ignored due to discomfort.
Binary sensors such as light barriers and motion sensors
are easy to retrofit, have relatively little power consumption
and can be installed unobtrusively. A no-requirements sensor
model also enables us to install more complex sensors (such
as laser scanners or depth-finding cameras) as required. The
necessary information can be extracted from their data by
partitioning the sensors’ range and converting activity in each
partition to a binary signal.
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To separate data from multiple persons moving in a space
monitored by binary sensors, a multi-target tracking algorithm
using Bayesian estimation and multi-hypothesis tracking is
presented. This algorithm makes no assumptions on the selection and placement of sensors or sensing technology. Tracking
takes place on a graph of the sensors and their spatial relation.
It is thus not helpful in determining the precise location of a
present person, but at (or below) room-level accuracy. More
importantly, however, it can help determining when there
is more than one person present, and helps to separate the
activity data. This algorithm performs particularly well on lowresolution data, such as when only few binary sensors are used.
To study its precision, the algorithm is tested across various
sets of sensors, varying by placement and number. The data
was recorded at a home lab and was labelled and verified using
video recordings. A decreasing number of sensors will likely
have an impact on the tracking accuracy, but is important in
regard to energy consumption, costs and user acceptance. It
is shown that data from two residents in an apartment can be
separated with high (>90%) accuracy, and that the selection
and placement of sensors can play a significant role in tracking
accuracy. To test its applicability, as a second evaluation a field
trial is conducted in which three two-person households are
equipped with sensors and an implementation of the algorithm,
running on a small-form-factor PC, determines the number of
people present.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows:
Section II summarizes related works on multi-target tracking
and activity monitoring in the home using binary sensors. Section III describes the algorithm and the theoretical principles
surrounding data association and multi-hypothesis tracking for
single- and multi-target tracking. Section IV describes how
the algorithm and its implementation were evaluated, including
data preparation, the sensor placement concept and the field
trial setup. The results of the evaluation are presented in
Section V. Section VI summarizes the article and Section VII
gives an outlook on future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Prior work has shown that data collected from sensor
networks allow for the deduction of information used in
activity monitoring, care assessments and behavior modeling.
Target tracking, in particular multi-target tracking, is a task
often applied to visual data such as video feeds and images.
The practical application of multi-target tracking in binary or
low-resolution home sensor networks has been subject to little
research.
A. Target Tracking in Home Sensor Networks
Target tracking in the home is a fundamental problem of
ubiquitous computing, and proposed solutions span a variety
of sensors, including cameras, laser scanners, RFID (Radio
frequency identification) and infrared or ultrasound badges
[17], [18], [19].
Wilson and Atkeson describe an algorithm for tracking of
multiple persons and their activity status in a binary sensor
network [17]. Similar to the proposed use of a weighted graph
in this article, the authors use a transition matrix representing
transition probabilities between sensors. By keeping track of
the targets’ identities, personal motion models emerge. The
data association is achieved using a particle filter. During a

five-day experiment in a house instrumented with 49 sensors
(contact switches, motion sensors), data during two-person
scenarios was correctly assigned 82.1% of the time. While
the approach solves both the data association as well as the
identification, it is based on individual motion models and thus
relies on data that is commonly unavailable.
Krüger et al. use a particle filter and action plans to
assign sensor events from motion sensors and light switches
to tracks and simultaneously identify the target [20]. Action
plans describe action sequences in terms of sensor data. These
plans can be synthesized or learned from historic data. For
the evaluation, an office corridor was equipped with six light
switches and six motion sensors. The mean squared error
across time and all targets is reported as approximately 0.26
for two-person scenarios. The work shows how – similar to
trained motion models – previous knowledge of a person’s
plans can help tracking individuals in binary sensor networks.
Oh and Sastry perform tracking on data of binary sensor
networks and passage connectivity graphs [21]. The graphs
are calculated from transition probability matrices. A tracking
algorithm, derived from the Viterbi algorithm, pruning strategies and multiple target tracking extensions are presented. No
evaluation on real world data is conducted.
Marinakis et al. derive the topology of a sensor network in
terms of transition times and probabilities from data of unspecified sensors [22]. The authors use Monte Carlo Expectation
Maximization to assign activity to agents (people present) in
order to build a graph of the sensor network. 95% of the
topology of simulated node graphs is recovered correctly. The
results for a trial using a network of cameras and photocellbased sensors are not reported.
B. Activity Monitoring in Home Sensor Networks
The aim of this work is to test the performance of a multitarget tracking algorithm on data collected by binary sensors
such as light barriers and motion sensors. The motivation is
to a) collect activity data of an ambulant care patient, which
is optimally collected during times when the patient is alone
at home (to make sure the data originates from the person in
question only), and b) to activate security measures such as
fall detection and automated emergency calls, which are only
necessary when the person is alone temporarily.
Researchers at the Tokyo Medical and Dental University
have collected data from homes instrumented with binary
sensors (motion detectors and contact switches) for one year.
Patterns of activity such as absence, use of stove and sleeping
times were ”clearly identifiable” [23]. Researchers at the
University of Virginia used an array of motion detectors and
contact switches to detect ADLs [24]. Sensor readings are
clustered to groups based on room, duration, and time of day
to show that many clusters correspond to ADLs.
Numerous studies show that data collected from sensor
networks in living spaces allow for the deduction of information relevant in applications of activity monitoring, care
assessments and behavior modeling. Logan et al. showed
that ambient motion-based sensors provide the most useful
information for detection and classification of daily in-home
activities in a study compared to RFID, on-body and onobject sensors. In their study, infrared motion sensors yielded
the best results overall, although classification performance on
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this data was better on activities that are strongly correlated
with locations in the home, such as ”watching TV” and ”meal
preparation” [25].
Data from binary sensors can also be used to calculate
average room residence time and frequency: Assessment tests
are partly realizable by using recordings from light barriers and
reed contacts alone [15]. The authors argue that light barriers
alone do not constitute sufficient evidence of a person entering
a room, because people may change directions between rooms.
It is suggested to combine light barriers with sensors covering
larger areas. Room residence times are calculated by manually
labeling the sensors constituting a room using a floor plan and
knowledge of the sensors’ placement. In a similar study, the
authors model user behavior of a resident from the probability
of location at a certain time of day and the frequency of
presence in a location in a defined period of time [26]. Models
are created for rooms individually (bathroom, bedroom, living
room, kitchen). Based on the number of anomalous behavior
detected, the authors conclude that the models’ performance
varies by room: Presence in the bathroom is best modeled
duration-based, while the timeslot-based model yielded better
results for the other rooms.
Frenken et al. [10] use ambient sensors in an attempt
to automate measurement of mobility and gait velocity, as
required in the Timed Up and Go assessment [27]. For this, five
apartments are equipped with home automation sensors and
one with an additional laser range scanner. It is shown that the
data is suitable to compute gait velocity at home. While data
from the laser range scanner is proven to be more precise than
home automation sensor data, no statistical post-processing or
filtering was performed on the latter.
Shin et al. use motion sensors to determine normal behavior
and to detect unusual behavior [28]. The behavior is described
by ”activity level, mobility level and non-response interval
(NRI)”. Days are divided into timeslots for which the features
are computed. The activity level measures a person’s motion
at a certain timeslot by summing up the number of motion
sensor events detected in its coverage area. The mobility level
is computed by counting location changes during a certain
timeslot as depicted by two different sensors triggering. The
non-response interval is the duration between two consecutive
movements and is calculated by summarizing these no-motion
durations for each timeslot. Using an approach coined ”support
vector data description”, normal behavior and anomalies are
correctly classified with an accuracy of more than 90%.
Skubic et al. use motion and temperature sensors as well
as a pneumatic bed sensor to determine alert parameters
(bathroom activity, bed restlessness, kitchen activity, living
room activity) to model normal behavior [29]. The parameters
are computed for three time periods, a 24-hour day, daytime
(8am to 8pm) and nighttime (midnight to 6am) to describe
the behavior learned over the span of two weeks. Fuzzy
pattern tree and support vector machine classification is used
to determine whether the feature vector of the current day is
abnormal. Both classifiers achieved similar results.
Floeck et al. use automation sensors to identify human
behavior by means of inactivity profiles [30]. Inactivity is
defined as the time between consecutive sensor events, so
that inactivity ends with any detected sensor event. Plots of
inactivity intervals over a learning period of 31 days are

Figure 1. Graph of sensors (with their internal IDs and their spatial relations
used in the evaluation (adapted from [31]).

created for reference, whereby inactivities due to absences
are not regarded. To classify the current day as normal or
abnormal day, the day’s inactivity vector is compared with
the corresponding timeslot in the reference vector. Dice’s
coefficient is used to measure the similarity of these vectors:
An inactivity value is identical to the corresponding reference
value if it is in a predefined tolerance region of the reference
value. A modified approach uses the maximum duration of
inactivity over several days: A threshold is calculated based
on recorded maximum durations plus an additional tolerance
of 30 minutes. When abnormal behavior is detected, an alert
is generated.
As can be seen, most studies of activity monitoring are
designed to be used in single-person households, although the
foundations for data association and identification have been
laid. Whatever the approach is, it is important that a tracking
algorithm works on a multitude of sensor technologies, and
without restricting the setup in terms of sensor density or
placement. In the following section, such an approach, based
on multi-hypothesis tracking, is presented. An evaluation of its
performance using different numbers and placement of sensors
follows.
III. A PPROACH
To describe the tracking approach used in these studies, the
idea of the sensor graph is introduced first. Then, Bayesian filters and how they can be used to help track individuals on this
graph will be explained. Finally, the multi-hypothesis tracking
approach and how it differs from previous implementations is
described.
A. Sensor Graph
A graph of sensors s1 , . . . , sN is defined as a weighted,
directed graph G = (V, L), where V = {1, . . . , N } is the set
of nodes in the graph representing sensors, and L is the set of
all edges (u, v) for which there is a direct passage from the
sensing region of sensor u to the sensing region of v which
does not intersect any other sensing regions. Informally, two
sensors u, v are connected if it is possible for a person to
traverse from the sensing region of u to the sensing region of
v without activating any other sensor.
Each resident in the target space is represented by a
discrete Bayesian filter on an unweighted, undirected graph
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Figure 2. Hypothesis formation overview.

consisting of sensors as nodes and edges representing their
spatial adjacency. For the evaluation data, this graph was
published by Crandall et al. [31] (Figure 1). If the adjacency
relations are not known, they can be approximated by a path
planning algorithm using a floor plan, if available [32], or can
be generated from prerecorded data [33].
B. Tracking of individuals
Bayesian filters estimate the state of a dynamic system
from noisy data. The location of a person is described as
a probability distribution over all nodes in the graph, rather
than selecting the most likely sensor as their location, to
represent the location of each individual. This is done because
it may help to calculate a more precise location later on,
especially when sensor regions overlap. More importantly still,
it helps the tracker to recover more quickly when a noisy
measurement is assigned to the individual’s track. Lastly, the
aim is to replace the manually constructed, unweighted graph
with a weighted graph that is constructed from in-situ recorded
data, which reflects individual behavior by using transition
probabilities between sensors as edge weights (cf. [22]).
All sensors are subject to noise, and although only binary
data is sought, the sensors may still fail to detect activity or
detect irrelevant activity, such as from pets or through the
window. Due to duty cycle regulations in the range of 868
Mhz, many motion and home automation sensors come with an
additional source for noise: measurement delay. Many sensors
do not measure or report measurements for a specified amount
of time after triggering. This period can last from a few seconds
to several minutes due to radio communication regulations.
This results in sensors missing the presence or movement, thus
breaking the continuity of measurements of a motion track.
At which point and how many filters are created – that is to
say, how many individuals are assumed to be present – depends
on the performance (belief ) of the previously existing track:
When new measurements cause the current data to be more
likely when assigned to more or fewer tracks (= individuals)
than before, a new filter is spawned or an existing filter is
discarded. The data could be bundled into larger updates within
reasonable time frames (cf. [34]), but in this case an update
occurs for each new sensor event.
C. Multi-target tracking
Fundamentally, to distinguish activity of two or more
persons in an area monitored by binary sensors, the activity

must be spatially separable on the graph. Ideally, there is an
inactive sensor between two persons. This concept has been
thoroughly described by Oh and Sastry [21]. However, whether
two neighboring sensor events are assigned to one or two
targets is determined by the weights of the graph and the
evaluation function.
1) Multi-Hypothesis Tracking: When new sensor data arrives, hypotheses are created by considering all possible assignments of the data to existing and new tracks (”hypotheses”)
until the filter’s window size is reached. This is particularly
useful in a low-resolution setting like this, where individuals
may occlude each other in sensor readings for any period of
time. The window size in multi-hypothesis tracking (MHT)
describes the maximum number of events (or time steps) that
are considered before choosing a likely hypothesis. Windowing
is necessary to limit the number of possible hypotheses and to
limit the information loss in case no acceptable hypothesis is
found and the data is discarded. The influence of the window
size on tracking accuracy has been shown previously [35]. For
this evaluation, a window size of 10 events is used. The sensors
used in the field trial collected an average of 25.5 events per
hour, making the average windows size 23.5 minutes. The
sensors used in the home lab have a delay of approximately
two seconds, making the temporal extent of the windows much
smaller.
The idea of multi-hypothesis tracking dates back to 1979,
when Donald B. Reid published ”An algorithm for tracking
multiple targets” [36]. Reid’s algorithm was developed to work
on data from a continuous scale sensor (radar). Therefore, Reid
speaks of associating measurements to clusters. In the work
presented here, the target space is discrete (nodes on a graph),
and targets and their locations are stored as a probability
distribution over the space using Bayesian filters.
There are two significant differences between Reid’s original work and the approach described here. First, in accordance
with Reid’s type 2 sensor, the sensor model used in this work
expects positive reports only, meaning that only sensor data
reporting activity is considered. However, tracks are updated
per hypothesis, rather than generated and filtered individually
(hypothesis-oriented MHT). This means that hypotheses are
not constructed from compatible tracks, but all possible combinations of updates of existing hypotheses. Second, the tracker
is updated every time a sensor reports activity. Because of this,
and the fact that the given state space is discrete, computational
complexity is reduced. For a more detailed description of trackand hypothesis-oriented MHT, see Blackman [34].
For each triggered sensor, a new hypothesis based on
all previously existing hypotheses is created, in which the
triggered sensor is
•
•
•

considered noise and discarded,
used to update one of the existing filters, or
assigned to a new filter.

2) Filtering: For an unspecified number of possible targets
the number of possible hypotheses follows Bell’s Number
Bn+1 . Due to the exponential growth (> 4.74 × 1013 for 20
events), a number of filters to optimize computation efficiency
must be employed.
All hypotheses must pass a gating function before they
are considered for evaluation (see Figure 2). In this case, this
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gating function is a simple comparison of the prior probability
of each filter to a threshold value. Afterwards, hypotheses are
filtered based on confidence, noise ratio and similarity. This
procedure is performed until a single hypothesis remains or
the window size is reached. In the former case, the hypothesis
is accepted, the underlying Bayesian filters updated, and the
window size reset. In the latter case, all hypotheses are
evaluated. If no single, dominating hypothesis can be found,
all hypotheses are discarded and the underlying filters reset.
The size of the window strongly influences the performance
of the algorithm. A larger window size will result in a larger
number of correct associations, but also in a larger number of
discarded sensor events [35].
Figure 2 depicts the general multi-hypothesis tracking
logic. For a more in-depth description of multi-hypothesis
tracking, see Blackman [34] or Reid [36].
IV. E VALUATION
In the following, the data that was collected for both the
home lab tests and field trial in terms of how it was collected
and what was evaluated is described. For the home lab tests,
several subsets of sensors were evaluated to study the impact
of sensor placement on tracking performance. For the field
trial, sensors were installed based on these results.
A. Experiment I: Home Lab
1) Data: The data used for this evaluation was recorded
at the Center for Advanced Studies in Adaptive Systems
(CASAS) at the University of Washington [38]. It shows
activity of two residents of a smart home environment, residing
in a 4-room, 2-story apartment for approximately 8 months.
For this evaluation, subsets of the data recorded by the 50
motion sensors mounted to the ceiling are used. The smart
home is also equipped with contact sensors on doors and
cabinets, temperature, water and electricity sensors. For the
purpose of this trial, however, motion sensors offer the most
precise and least noisy data.
Data for which at least both residents are present and active
is used. Among those, time frames
•
•
•

that last at least 20 minutes or contain at least 300
sensor events,
in which both residents change rooms at least once,
and
in which neither resident is inactive for more than 20%
of the time

are chosen. The result are twenty time frames, with 330 to
910 sensor events with durations between 24 and 530 minutes.
After selection, each of the 13321 sensor events was labelled
as originating from Resident 1, Resident 2 or a third person
using the manually labelled events and the laboratory’s floor
plan.
2) Data Association: The algorithm can track any number
of targets. However, the intended area of application – small
households – allows one to use an evaluation function that
is tailored towards few targets (1-3). For this evaluation, the
algorithm was optimized to track two targets by using an
evaluation function that favors one- and two-track hypotheses.
Equation (1) describes the evaluation function, where h is the
hypothesis in question, conf (pn ) is the belief of the Bayesian

filter at the most recent event location n, kpk is the number of
paths (= targets) in h, and m is the expected number of targets
in the sensor space.
Pn
conf (pn )
eval(h) = i=1
(1)
kpk2 +m
m+1

3) Sensor Placement: To get a better understanding of how
the number of sensors affects tracking accuracy, the algorithm
is also applied to subsets of the original set of sensors in
decreasing size (40, 30 and 20 sensors). Instead of choosing the
sensors randomly, characteristics of sensors deemed possibly
influential on tracking performance were chosen:
a) Number of neighboring sensors: Based on the assumption that sensors in doorways, which usually have few
neighboring sensors, are critical in tracking room transitions,
those in larger areas with many neighboring sensors are
removed. The number of neighboring sensors can be calculated
from the sensor graph.
b) Duration of stay: Given that tracking stationary
targets is much simpler than moving targets, subsets of sensors
that cover areas in which the average duration of stay is short
are considered. The duration of stay can be calculated from the
duration between consecutive sensor events in recorded data.
c) Activity: Considering the application of in-home
activity monitoring, it is imperative that the placement of
sensors for tracking accuracy improvement does not interfere
with the necessity of covering those areas in which the majority
of activity is taking place. Thus, sensors based on the amount
of activity covered are selected and filtered. The amount of
activity covered by a sensor is simply calculated by the number
of times it is triggered.
These criteria were used to create subsets of data of varying
size, selected by increasing, as well as decreasing order of the
respective criterium (cf. Figure 6).
4) Sensor Clustering: The procedure of selecting subsets
of sensors for tracking performance evaluation was also conducted for sets of 10 sensors. However, due to the selection
criteria, most of the sets had removed whole rooms, and in one
case all data from one individual. Thus, in order to evaluate
tracking performance on 10 sensors, the sensors are clustered
manually by rooms and spatial adjacency (see Figure 3), and
resulting clusters are treated as individual sensors. This results
in a more realistic scenario, in which motion sensors often
cover different size areas up to whole rooms.
For this evaluation, data from all sensors is used, but
the sensor IDs are replaced with IDs for their corresponding
cluster. This way, use of all sensor events is made, but their
spatial resolution is decreased.
B. Experiment II: Field Trial
To test the applicability of the approach in a more realistic
setting, it is tested in an evaluation in three households
equipped with retrofitted sensors. Since the identity of the
residents cannot be reconstructed without video recordings or
other identifying data, this study focuses on comparing the
actual and the calculated number of people present. Thus,
claims about the false associations between residents cannot
be made. However, this information helps developing home
security and care support services that rely on information on
the number of people present.
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Figure 3. Layout of home lab, with placement of sensors and their corresponding clusters. Red lines between clusters lines indicate spatial adjacency as
implemented in the sensor graph. After Crandall & Cook [37].

1) Setup: Each apartment was equipped with 13 to 15 PIR
motion sensors, depending on the size of the apartment. Five
of the sensors were installed to cover as large an area as
possible, to enable an ”inactivity monitoring”. These sensors
were also used in a separate study to detect unusual behavior
(e.g., falls) in order to automatically invoke an emergency call.
The remaining sensors were placed to cover room transitions
(e.g., hallways and door frames) and smaller areas in which
most activity takes place (such as the kitchen counter and the
bathroom sink). The sensors further included two light barriers
and two pressure mats near the front entrance. Their primary
task was to enable detection of people entering and leaving
the apartment. For the sake of this evaluation, however, they
only provide further tracking data. A schema of the hardware
setup is shown in Figure 4. A detailed description of the care
related services implemented in the project has been written
by Pauls et al. [39], [40] and Gerdes et al. [41].

The participants were recruited by the Johanniter-UnfallHilfe e.V. as part of the research project Cicely. Three participant couples were recruited. All lived in a two-room apartment,
which was subsequently equipped with the sensors, a ”smallform-factor PC”, a radio receiver to collect the sensor data
and a UMTS router to place emergency calls and to remotely
monitor the correct functioning of the setup.

2) Data: During the evaluation using home lab data, the
tracking results could be validated using video recordings from
video cameras installed in the home lab. During the field trial,
use of video cameras was considered impractical as well as a
burden on the participants’ privacy. Instead, they were asked
to fill out an ”activity log” (see Figure 5), which states sleep
times and the number of people present for the whole duration
of the trial. The sensors recorded data for a period of up to six
weeks. With an average of approximately 610 sensor events
per day, 55000 sensor events were recorded.
Not all data could be used for analysis, as participants
missed to fill out the activity log for parts of the trial. Thus,
this analysis focuses on the time frames in which the number
of targets can be precisely reconstructed.
3) Data Analysis: During the trial, the algorithm ran as
part of a software framework developed for management of
Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) installations. Sensors were
connected to this framework using two 868 Mhz radio receivers, which were in turn connected to the PC via USB. The
tracking algorithm is implemented in Java, and was started as
a service. Each time a sensor event was registered, the tracker
was updated. At the end of the trial, the raw, recorded data as
well as the tracking output was collected from the households
and the estimated number of people present was extracted from
the tracking results.
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Figure 4. Hardware setup for the field trial including emergency phone, router, radio receiver and sensors.

Apart from the sensor graph, which had to be implemented
after installation, the software setup was equal across all
households. The number of sensors varied based on the size
of the apartment.
V. R ESULTS
A. Home Lab
Tracking accuracy using all sensors is 90.3%. This is the
percentage of all sensor events across all time frames that are
correctly associated to any of the targets. Correct association is
determined by the labels in the dataset, which have been added
manually after reviewing video recordings. The accuracy of
individual time frames ranges from 62.1% to 99.5%, with a
median of 93.1%. After reviewing the individual time frames,
it can be seen that the variance in accuracy between time
frames can be largely attributed to the varying complexity
of the recorded activities. In some time frames, the residents
spend little time in the same room, but move independently
across the lab, thus making it easy for the tracking algorithm
to separate the data. In other time frames, the residents spend
much time close to another.
The median rate of false associations (events that are falsely
associated to another target) per time frame is 5.88%, making
false associations the largest source of error. It is clear why:
While the other errors (wrongly discarding the data as noise
(0.44%) and failing to associate the data to any target (0.59%))
commonly affect singular sensor events, false associations
usually cause a large number of consecutive events to be
associated falsely.
1) Subset Data: Figure 6 shows tracking accuracy across
sensor subsets. The sets vary by the number of included sensors
(x-axis) and their selection criterion. As can be seen, tracking

Figure 5. Example excerpt of an activity log showing date, time (from, to),
bed rest, absence, visit and number of people.

accuracy generally decreases with reduced sensor count. This
is to be expected as the resolution of the tracking space
decreases and situations with overlapping motion increases.
Down to 30 sensors, tracking accuracy decreases only slightly
for all but one sensor set. For the set of sensors with much
overall activity, accuracy even increases slightly. The graph
also shows that performance variation increases with a decreasing number of sensors. While tracking accuracy varies
between 85.8% and 90.6% with 40 sensors, with 20 sensors
accuracy ranges between 59.5% and 88.2%.
2) Clustered Data: Tracking accuracy on the clustered data
set is 77.2%. This result is considerably lower than results with
ten individual sensors. However, using the selection criteria
explained above, more than half of the 10-sensor sets either
removed whole rooms from the data, or all data from one of
the residents. As a result, the evaluation using ten individual
sensors is considered invalid. Considering that each of the
rooms the clusters represent could be monitored using a single
well-placed sensor, the tracking accuracy is surprisingly high
relative to the number of sensors used.
In terms of estimation of people present, the algorithm was
correct 84.5% of the time. This means that, for 84.5% of sensor
events and tracking updates, the number of tracks spawned by
the algorithm matches the actual number of people present.
As previous studies have shown, this performance is at least
as good as with the full, unclustered set of sensors [42].
B. Field Trial
Across all households, the number of people present was
correctly estimated 84.0% of the time. This means that, for
84.0% of sensor events and tracking updates, the number of
tracks spawned by the algorithm matches the number of people
present according to the activity log. This includes data from
three households and all motion sensors. This matches the
results of the clustered home lab data. The average time for the
algorithm to recover (to restore the correct number of tracks)
after a tracking error amounts to 9.7 sensor events, or 101
seconds.
Upon further inspection, it can be seen that the largest
share of incorrect estimations lies in the night time. It becomes
obvious that, when an individual is inactive, their track profile
will slowly fade during updates caused by activity of other
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Figure 6. Tracking performance across sensor groups.

individuals. This happens, for example, when one of the
residents is restless at night, or when two individuals are
monitored by one and the same sensor.
Furthermore, the estimation error in terms of their impact
on home security and ambulant care scenarios is considered:
The algorithm could be used to activate or deactivate an alarm
system when the house is empty, or to place an automated
emergency call when a sole individual shows unusual behavior.
Thanks to the light barriers and pressure mats, it is known
when an individual left the apartment. Thus, the timestamps
of the outer pressure mat with an appropriate change in the
number of tracks in the output of the algorithm are compared.
On average, it took 40 seconds between a person leaving the
apartment and the appropriate fading of their track path. Since
the number of updates depends on the amount of activity, this
amount of time varied up to 174 seconds.

than video cameras and microphones, and more suitable for
older people. It enables the separation of sensor data generated
by multiple persons in smart home environments without the
need for identifying sensors. The approach makes it possible
to install services of home security and ambulant care support
in multi-person households, which previously have only been
possible to use in single-person households.

VI. C ONCLUSION
Technical systems to measure mobility parameters and to
implement safety concepts in the home are one possibility
to help caretakers manage the future challenges imposed by
current and future changes in demography and care. In the
upcoming decades, there will be continuously more people
requiring care and fewer young people to carry out this care.
The article at hand describes an algorithm to enable previously developed concepts of care support and health monitoring in the home for households of more than one person. This
is achieved through a multi-target tracking algorithm in a space
monitored by binary sensors. The system utilizes ambient
binary sensor technologies, which is considered less obtrusive

It was shown that the decrease of tracking accuracy resulting from smaller sets of sensors (i.e., decreased target space
resolution) can be largely absorbed by selective placement of
sensors. It was shown that tracking two targets in a network
of 20 sensors or more can be achieved for over 90% of the
time.

The algorithm makes use of a graph consisting of sensors
as nodes and their spatial relations as vertices. Compared to
other related works, the algorithm works particularly well in
low-resolution settings (i.e., with few binary sensors). It was
shown that tracking accuracy can be improved by placing
sensors based on activity characteristics. For example, sensors
with many neighboring sensors provide a consistently higher
accuracy than those with few, and sensors in places where the
duration of stay is long on average prove to be less beneficial
than those where duration of stay is short.

It must be noted that differences in tracking performance
may not only be due to advantageous sensor placement, but
also due to favorable data: While tracking in space with many
adjacent sensors works well, it neglects in part space where
tracking might be particularly difficult but useful, such as in
narrow hallways. The share of total events covered by the
different subsets of sensors range from 11 to 98%.
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The algorithm was also successfully used in a field trial and
it was shown that it is possible to correctly estimate the number
of people present over long periods of time. The algorithm
was also found to be useful for applications of home security
and technical care support, as it swiftly determined when a
person has left or entered the monitored area. A conclusion of
whether the error rates are sufficiently small for use in practical
applications cannot be given, because this depends largely on
the application itself. For example, in order to collect mobility
data of an individual during times they are alone at home, only
a small percentage of the overall time is required to collect
this data. However, an accuracy of more than 90% may still
not be sufficient for the data to be used in medical decision
making. It was shown that the implementation of the algorithm
works reliably with different sensors and sensing technologies
to separate sensor data of two residents in a shared apartment.
The number of people present was correctly calculated 84.0%
of the time. This is less than expected, but can largely be
explained by difficulties differentiating between absence and
inactivity, such as when people are sleeping.
The results of the field trial show that the tracking algorithm is sensitive to differences in the amount of activity
between individuals. This is due to the fact that the number
of updates is based on the number of sensor events received,
and every track that is not assigned any event during an update
fades, i.e. , a smoothing function to this track’s probability distribution is applied. When the peak probability of a track falls
below a certain threshold, it is removed from the hypothesis
space. This is done to enable fading of tracks when individuals
leave the house without the need to rely on special sensors
monitoring the entrance and exit doors. However, this is cause
for tracking errors when one individual is inactive, such as
during night. Neither the installation of additional sensors nor
the omission of the smoothing function seem viable options at
this point, and the problem remains unsolved.
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Abstract— This article investigates the availability of
applications servers running on the NorNet Core test-bed.
NorNet Core is the world's first, open, large-scale Internet testbed for multi-homed systems and applications. Particularly, it
is currently used for research on topics like multi-path
transport and resilience. The NorNet Core test-bed provides
access to worldwide distributed nodes, connected with multiple
interfaces over a set of ISPs (Internet Service Providers),
providing independent transport paths between them. Each
node has a set of programmable nodes that can be used for
network experiments. The objective of this paper is to describe
a practical approach to assess how suitable this test-bed is for
distributed computing, and application servers. In conclusion,
the approach taken in this paper shows that by using a simple
client to check all communication links, and then create plots
of the data, one can observe changes over time, due to network
failures, or changes to the network between the sites.
Keywords- Test-bed; Java virtual machines; application
servers; availability; tunnelling.

I.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is an extended version of a conference paper
by the author [1]. This paper addresses the behaviour and
availability of distributed computing resources in a “virtual”
network built on top of academic and commercial networks,
like the NorNet test-bed [2]. The main goal is to use simple
tools and mechanism already available, to assess the
properties of the NorNet test-bed. It is often necessary either
do this assessment, before the test-bed is taken into use, or
run the assessment in parallel with the trials. The NorNet
test-bed provides a multi-homed IP infrastructure with nodes
distributed over the world. The conference paper [1], where
it is demonstrated that simple monitoring, using HTTP
requests and monitoring memory usage is sufficient to access
the availability of a server. Using this technique over months
of time, one gets a reasonable view of the availability for the
measured system, including long-term memory leakages. A
previous paper discusses the availability of web servers in
commercial settings using providers (e.g., Amazon, Google
and other providers) hosting the computing resources, that
use the Internet as the transport network [3]. In such setting,
you as a customer, have little or no control over the
computing resources. In that case it is hard to assess to what
extent the computing resources are shared or virtualized, but
one can assume that the Internet itself is a reasonably stable
platform for transport. However, as a customer of the cloud
computing resources, one has little or no control of the

instance of deployment, or how the instance is configured,
and how well it is monitored. This is due to the fact that
commercial providers do not disclose any or very little
information regarding their internal infrastructure, keeping
this as company secrets. In the NorNet Core setting, one has
near complete control over and information about the
computing resources, but limited control over the point-topoint tunnels running between the sites. For additional
publications regarding the NorNet Core, please visit [4].
The objective of this paper is to assess the behaviour and
availability of servers serving Web pages and running in the
NorNet Core network and the transport of IP packets
between the sites. It describes a series of simple experiments
at the application level, i.e., invocation of Web servers and
how to capture their continuous operation and long term
behaviour.
In Section II, we describe the NorNet test-bed in detail
and how the experiments were carried out. The goal of these
measurements was to detect network changes and service
quality in the test-bed over periods of days, weeks and
months, due to issues that can be traced back to the inter-site
communication links or the software (SW) running at the
sites and how these issues affect application servers running
on the test-bed. The NorNet Core test-bed was continually
updated and upgraded and the packet route the tunnels use
was entirely up to the ISP, so there was a number of factors
that impacted the availability.
Section III addresses the details of the monitoring, and
what tools were used to collect the data, and validate the
measurements.
Section IV provides some highlights of selected subsets
of the results, and discusses the visualisation used in the
plots.
Finally, Section V discusses the shortcomings of a best
effort worldwide distributed test-bed and provides
recommendations for test-beds in general and areas for
improvement of the NorNet Core.
II.

THE NORNET CORE TEST-BED

A. Test-bed structure
As of writing May 2016, the NorNet Core test-bed [2] is
deployed on 20 sites physically distributed across the world
and interconnected with tunnels over 15 different ISP’s
networks. The majority of the sites are at the major
universities in Norway, at Simula Research Laboratory in
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Oslo and the rest are at universities in Sweden, Germany,
China, Korea Australia and USA. The 16 ISP's provide
connectivity across the sites, so that roughly half of the sites
are connected using tunnels with more than one ISP
involved. As an example, the University in Trondheim, is
connected to Simula Research Laboratory by Uninett and
PowerTech, and hence provides two independent
communication tunnels with their respective interfaces,
hence providing a true multi-homing configuration.
A screen shot of the testbed console is shown in Figure 1.
The colour of the links between the sites, indicate their
status, and a similarly the pins on the sites indicate the site
status. Green indicates that the site or link is available. The
site names and their ISPs are shown in Table I. We do not
know how the ISPs route the packets between the sites, but
we can observe when the underlying packet routing changes
over time.

Each site has a set of research systems running virtual
machines for experiments, a control-box for management
functions, and a tunnel-box that terminates the tunnel endpoints between the sites. The tunnel-box terminates all the
tunnels at a site, and also provides the assignment of the
local IP addresses, which allows an experimenter his own IP
range. The NorNet Core runs its own domain name service
(DNS), and the tunnels provide both IPv4 and IPv6
connectivity between the sites. The tunnels provide site to
site connectivity over academic and commercial IP
networks. The overall structure of a node in the NorNet Core
is illustrated in Figure 2.
The thin red line from the control box is the connection
to the central management system in Oslo. The primary ISP
is used for the configuration from the central Simula site.

Figure 1. Screen shot of Control center for NorNet Core servers.
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Table I. Locations of NorNet Core server and their respective ISP’s

Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
30
40
41
42
43
88
100
160
200

Site
Simula Research Laboratory
Universitetet i Oslo
Høyskolen i Gjøvik
Universitetet i Tromsø
Universitetet i Stavanger
Universitetet i Bergen
Universitetet i Agder
Universitetet på Svalbard
Universitetet i Trondheim
Høgskolen i Narvik
Høgskolen i Oslo og Akershus
Karlstad Universitet
Universität Kaiserlauten
Hochschule Hamburg
Universität Duisenburg-Essen
Universität Darmstadt
Hainan University
Univercitade Federal de São Carlos
Korea University
National ICT Australia

ISP1
Uninett
Uninett
Uninett
Uninett
Uninett
Uninett
Uninett
Uninett
Uninett
Uninett
Uninett
SUNET
DFN
DFN
DFN
DFN
CERNET
RNP
KREONET
AARNet

ISP2
Kvantel
Broadnet
PowerTech
Telenor
Altibox
BKK
PowerTech
Telenor
PowerTech
Broadnet
Versatel
CnUnicom
-

ISP3
Telenor
PowerTech
PowerTech
PowerTech
PowerTech
-

ISP4
PowerTech
-

Figure 2. Overall structure of a single NorNet Core site.

Each site contains a set of physical servers that host
individual virtual machines running instances of Planet lab
software [5] for managing the sites. The virtual machines
(VM) run the Fedora version 18 operating system [6], and
connect to all available VPN tunnels at the site through the
tunnel-box, and researchers can use them for multi-homed
experiments as needed. Each site contains a number of VM
instances, and they are all connected to all ISP’s at the site.
The experimenters are free to install SW on the VM’s as
needed. These VM instances are referred as slivers in the
NorNet terminology. Please note that the term sliver in this
paper refers to a running VM at a site. The term is also used

by Fedora, but with a different meaning in their setting. The
test-bed is configured so that the users get global access to
all nodes, and they are able to do experiments on each node
as needed, by accessing each virtual machine on an instance
by instance basis. This allows individual users to get
assigned VM’s with private IP addresses, and do not need to
consider sharing network interfaces with other users. There
are some restrictions on what access rights a user is assigned
to the operating systems on each site, and access to all
operating system instances is done through the central site at
Simula Research Laboratory in Oslo, Norway. These
restrictions include tunnel configuration, and the underlying
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management of the research systems at a site. The entire
NorNet Core infrastructure is managed from Simula
Research Laboratory and their technical staff in Oslo,
Norway.
B. The mesurement setup
The NorNet Core test-bed at Simula Research Laboratory
has kindly provided an additional central node in Oslo for
measurement purposes, which has direct access to the
network interface at the site, and is able to do packet capture
on the wire, so that the behaviour of the network can be
captured and studied in retrospect. As shown in Figure 3,
when site A invokes the Web server at site B, using all three
networks in between, this traffic is captured by the
measurement node at Simula Research Laboratory. This
means that each server has a dedicated interface for each of
the tunnels, and is able to send and receive IP traffic
independently on each ISP. This implies that each site has a
separate IP address for each tunnel, and one can therefore us
IP addresses to select which tunnel to use.

amount of free memory is shown in bytes, and highlights the
staircase pattern, that is typical for reoccurring garbage
collection. The regular pattern is due to the fixed interval of
the invocations, which allocate the same amount of buffers
for each call.

Figure 4. Invocation sequence diagram for the measurement script.

Figure 3. Tunnels between two sites

The measurement server at the Simula site is able to
record the entire communication between the Simula site and
any arbitrary chosen site, allowing investigation at the packet
level of IP. The detailed measurements are done on HTTP
calls issued from the Simula site in Oslo, where the calls are
issued at fixed intervals to a selected set of sites, making
calls over all tunnels, and thereby using the infrastructure
provided by all involved ISP’s. Since this is also the node
that manages all other tunnels and nodes, and has other
usages within Simula Research Laboratory, it is fair to
assume that any operational issues are observed and rectified
within reasonable time. This central measurement node runs
the Ubuntu operating system and is directly connected to
four ISP’s. The measurement node is hosted in an
Experiment VM, as shown in Figure 2, with access to the site
traffic. The HTTP calls from the measurement node are
issued by a shell script using the curl command [7] and the
crontab [8] mechanism to schedule the commands every
minute, and the results are captured in a log file, by the Web
server (Jetty) as shown in Figure 4. The results from two
different days without down-time and invocation errors on a
particular ISP (Broadnet) and site (University in Oslo) are
shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7, where the status (200 OK) is
shown in a horizontal pink line and the black lines are the
Tdns (DNS lookup times), the blue lines are the Tc
(connection setup times), and the green lines are the Tt (total
invocation time). Note that in most invocations the black
DNS lookup time is so small that it is nearly invisible, and
hidden at the bottom. However, some of the invocations
might exceed the acceptable time constraints, but this
depends on the actual application, and its requirements. The

C. Experiment VM at sites
For the availability experiment, an instance of an
Embedded Jetty Server [9] runs as a Web Server and listens
to HTTP requests on all interfaces, connected to the
individual ISP tunnels at all participating sites. The HTTP
requests are issued with the curl command, and scheduled
with crontab. The invocations are scheduled at one minute
intervals, and each ISP tunnel is used in 1440 measurements
per day. The number “1440” comes from the number of
minutes in a day, and is also the shortest interval one can
define in “crontab”. The measurement period is over several
months, so using a granularity of one minute invocations, is
sufficient to detect irregularities in the long run. The
measurements are also considered to be independent events.
Since the network is virtualized and each sliver has its own
unique IP addresses on each of the ISP tunnels, the HTTP
requests are tagged with time-stamps and also logged locally
on each Web server. The Web Server on each site logs
locally the incoming request and their unique invocation
tags, and responds with a short response containing the
amount of available memory on its Java instance. The triplet
of IP source and destination addresses and time-stamp
provides a unique identifier in the local logs. This also eases
the identification of the packets captured on the wire
between servers and clients, and makes it possible to observe
the network behaviour at the packet level, with the packet
sniffing tools.
III.

MONITORING OF THE TEST-BED

There are multiple issues that one wants to observe in
order to determine the stability of a test-bed. One is the
nodes themselves, their ability to communicate, and what
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changes over time are observable. Given that the test-bed
should be able to run Internet scale experiments, observing
them from an application point of view will give a real life
view of its abilities. The physical layout of the NorNet Core
needs a set of experiments carried out in parallel in order to
pinpoint possible performance or availability issues that can
occur, whether they occur on a single sliver, on an entire site,
or on the NorNet Core as a whole.
The measuring node runs two distinct sets of
measurements in parallel:
1: The first set of measurements runs towards physically
distributed nodes, to detect communication issues between
the sites, the tunnel SW and configuration issues towards the
other sites.
2: The other set of measurements runs towards the slivers
residing on one physical location, to detect local issues and if
the slivers are communication, and in good health. The
reasoning behind this is to be able to detect internal issues on
a node, i.e., if there are issues that can be traced back to the
tunnel-box and the installation at that site vs. general
operation issues in the test-bed as a whole. Since all requests
are issued on all ISP’s available for transport at that
particular site, one can determine if an issue is related to a
site or to transport.

Each tunnel on each ISP can then be plotted every day as
a graph shown in Figure 5 or Figure 6, to give a visual
overview of the behaviour from day to day.
.

Figure 6. Invocation times and status for 24 hour

Figure 5. Invocation times and status for 24 hours

The “curl” command gives the connection time, DNS
lookup time and connection time for each invocation. In
addition each invocation is tagged with a time-stamp so that
it is possible to explore the network behaviour at the packet
level, using tools like “Wireshark” [10] and to do postmortem inspection of unusual or odd behaviour in the HTTP
communication between the sites. Wireshark, a network
analysis tool formerly known as Ethereal, captures packets in
real time and display them in human-readable format. For
the users of the testbed the packet capture is only available at
the Simula site. In addition the local logs are available at
each node that is invoked.
With the redundant transport between the nodes it is easy
to determine the overall condition of an individual tunnel and
an individual sliver between the measuring node and the
sliver. By automating the plot generation, daily plots are
easily generated like the ones shown in Figure 5 and Figure
6. This, however, results in great numbers of plots and
checking them all for abnormalities can be a daunting task.
By enforcing a limit on the invocation time Tt on tunnels or
sites, when this limit is exceeded, issues are easily identified
and can then be inspected further. By visually comparing
plots between different physical sites, it is straight forward to
identify global issues or particular issues only manifesting
themselves at one site or on one single tunnel (ISP)
providing connectivity to that site.
It is also desirable to assess the network characteristics of
the tunnels on a daily basis by a statistical analysis. Since the
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tunnels are tunnelled over Internet or some local transport,
their characteristics varies over time. The connection times
Tc for a particular tunnel (Broadnet) and site pair (University
in Oslo) for two days, are shown as a density plot in Figure 7
or as a visual plot of an empirical cumulative distribution as
shown in Figure 8. Given the shape of the distributions and
the number of samples per day, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test [11] is chosen to be the most suitable test to compare the
daily connection time data.

Figure 7. Density plot of connection
times.

Figure 8. Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function.

The daily connection time distribution can be determined
for each tunnel and sliver pair and the result gives an
indication if there are changes in the communication
between the measuring node and a particular sliver. Uninett
is the ISP for the universities in Norway, whereas Telenor,
PowerTech, Kvantel, Altibox, BKK and Broadnet are
commercial ISP providers in Norway.
IV.

RESULTS

By assessing daily measurements first at HTTP
invocation level, and by defining an acceptable maximum
invocation time, depending on the application and the usage,
and comparing connection-time distributions and slivers
memory usage patterns, enables detection of changes in all
involved parts of the test-bed. For a typical Web site used by
a human one would expect a maximum tolerable page
loading time of 5 second. After that a user would either
abandon the site or try to reload the Web page in order to get
a response, and hence reissue the original request. We
therefore consider invocations that take more than 5 seconds
as lost or missing, even if the request would succeed at a
later point. By overlying the daily HTTP invocation and
status plots one can identify “global” issues affecting the
entire test-bed, and as well as “local” issues affecting one
site, or one ISP tunnel between the measuring node and the
site or sliver. By “global” issues we mean events that impact
the entire NorNet Core network, like the DNS or the
management functions, whereas “local” issues are issues that
affect only one site. As shown in the sub-plots for each ISP
in Figure 9. They show the maximum connection time for
each ISP, spanning over several weeks, and also the average
connection time as a black line. We have a period where the
entire test-bed was down, shown as lack of data, and also
show the long-term average difference between the
individual tunnels provided by the individual ISPs, indicating
a “global” issue. The long term connection time also changes
significantly from the time before the entire test-bed was
upgraded to afterwards, indicating that the new test-bed SW
impacts the connection time in a negative fashion. There are
also some observable similarities between two of the ISPs
(PowerTech and Broadcom) that could indicate that their
respective tunnels are indeed sharing some IP transport links
between the physical sites. Whereas in Figure 7 between
time 7:00 and 9:00, there is a two hour period, where the
packets on that particular ISP used on average an extra 100
milliseconds in transport. This indicates a rerouting issue for
that particular ISP. Even though there are variations the
connection-time the distribution is stable, unless there is a
change in the IP packet route or a change in the tunnel-box
SW. By viewing the daily density plots of two consecutive
days (Figure 7) or daily empirical cumulative distribution
functions (ECDP) (Figure 8) on tunnel and sliver pairs, the
tunnels repeat the same plots, unless there is some
underlying issue. Day one in the plot is referred to as A, and
day two as B. In addition the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests
have been run to show that the days without changes or
downtime give the same distribution. It turns out that the
visual presentation of two consecutive days is better in the
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ECDP plot, than in the density plot, when there are
substantial differences between two days.
In addition the memory usage on the slivers has also been
monitored, and the slivers do not appear to be disturbed by
other processes on each sliver. They all show a regular
pattern in the amount of free available memory for the virtual

machine running the Web server, and are hence not disturbed
or affected by external factors, as shown in Figure 5 and
Figure 6.
The Web Server SW and the scripts used to run the
experiments are all available at github [12].

Figure 9. Longterm connection time performance (seconds) over several weeks.

V.

RECOMMENDATION

The NorNet test-bed provides a multi-homed
environment for large scale Internet experiments, but it has
unfortunately focused the technical aspects of such a testbed, and primarily at the transport level between the slivers.
Most of the experiments published address multi-home
transport and their protocols, and are not addressing Internet
style client-server usage [13].
The physical distribution of sites adds some transport
time between them, and occasionally the routing changes
between sites add a constant to the transport time.
The NorNet Core test-bed provides monitoring tools with
graphical interfaces. The monitoring provides a colour coded
overview of the sites and the links, but does not address the
individual slivers at the site. However, this does not give a
detailed picture of the communication between the sites nor
the status or quality of the tunnels between the sites. When a
site goes off-line there is limited support for bringing the site
back on-line other than contacting the personnel at the site.
This has some grave implications on availability if parts of
the test-bed run into issues or go down outside office hours
or vacation times. Being a research network NorNet Core

does not provide a service level agreement (SLA) for their
users, so you do not get your money back when there are
failures [14].
The lack of 24/7 operation management, it is hard to plan
and carry out long term experiments. It is necessary with
more than only best effort guarantees on a test-bed, to
provide repeatable experiments, without adding the
operational uncertainties.
The NorNet Core should add some rudimental
monitoring SW for each node and each tunnel, and provide
this information on the NorNet Core web page. This
information could also be used internally at Simula Research
Laboratory to alert the personnel in charge to quicker
respond to failures or errors that are bound to happen at some
point. A SLA for the users of NorNet Core could be
beneficial for all parties involved.
VI.

CONCLUSIONS

The approach described in the paper shows that simple
monitoring at the application level is sufficient to pinpoint
issues connected to tunnels, site SW and operation of the
test-bed as a whole, by only collecting the invocation times,
and amount of memory on the servers at the sites. This has
been accomplished by invoking simple HTTP services
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between the involved sites, and collecting data about call
setup, response times and memory usage. Using graphics
enables one to quickly get an overview, and to pinpoint
irregularities. One can then zoom down to interesting
abnormalities, to post analyse the root cause of the issue.
However, to fully automate the process and to use it to
predict future behaviour is still work in progress. The lack of
24/7 operational management limits the possibility to run
stable long terms experiments, and should be addressed for
the success of the NorNet Core test-bed.
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